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Main Street
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for project
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Patton not
pleased with
comp bill
HAZARD, Ky (AP) — Gov.
Paul Patton on Monday signed
a workers compensaton bill
he has described as inadequate.
Patton reiterated his plan to
call the General Assembly back
into session by February to
act on further "comp" changes
aimed at coal miners.
That brought applause from
a standing-room crowd inside
the Perry Circuit Court room,
which Patton picked for the signing ceremony
The legislation — House Bill
992 — was negotiated by House
and Senate conferees late in
the General Assembly session
that ended April 14
The bill increased compensation for workers who have
suffered a permanent but less
than total disability.
Patton had wanted to make
it easier for coal miners to win
claims for black lung disease
In his proposal, a miner with
15 years on the job would be
presumed to have black lung,
and the employer could try to
rebut the presumption. That
language was missing from the
final bill
Patton offered one caveat
to his promise of a special
legislative session. He said a
special session would be unnecessary if voters in November
approve a constitutional amendment to have the General
Assembly meet every year.
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IN MEMORY OF ... Southwest Elementary School teacher Kellye Steel (left) and principal Dr.
Mary Lou Yeatts write the names of cancer survivors and victims on luminary bags Monday
for the May 5-6 Relay for Life. About 2,000 are expected to be lit during the event.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
plan for dividing future payments
from a national tobacco trust fund
gives quota owners an advantage
over actual growers, Gov. Paul
Patton said.
"My primary concerns are for
actual growers of tobacco, the peo-

Fayette county's new detention
center is set to open May 19, but
it is still struggling to find employees.
About 30 detention officer spots
are still open after months of
aggressive recruiting, said Jailer
Ray Sabbatine.
Jail officials say they have
struggled to find the 130 additional employees they need to bolster its current staff of 160.
Sabbatine said his hiring woes
are chiefly due to more lucrative
police and fire department jobs
and a low unemployment rate.
But a bigger facility and a new
jailing philosophy make finding
high quality employees especially
important, Sabbatine said.
"You really can't woo them
away from police and fire departments," he said. "That's why we're
not as successful as we'd like to
be at this point."
The corrections department historically has played third fiddle
to police and fire agencies in
Fayette County when it comes to
hiring because of both pure eco-

• See Page 2

ple whose livelihood depends on
raising tobacco." Patton said Monday after a meeting of the Tobacco Settlement Trust Corp.
Cigarette companies created the
trust fund in July to offset part
of the expected losses in farm
income as demand for tobacco prod-

ucts declined. The trust fund is to
last until 2011. The corporation
was created to ddminister Kentucky's share.
The pot is divided evenly among
three groups — owners of the
quota, the federal license to grow
tobacco; tobacco farm operators

and tenant farmers
In the first round of payments,
checks totaling about $104 million were mailed Dec. 30. Shares
were based on 1998 quota, production and marketing data.
Patton favored basing all future
payments on the 1999 data. His

idea was to "lock in" conditions
to preclude speculation in the buying and selling of quota and the
manipulation of quota-leasing
terms.
Instead, directors of the corpo-

III See Page 2

Tax debate
may impact
elections for
lawmakers

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

BANGED UP ... Emergency workers remove driver Adam W. Williams from his car following a two-car accident Monday afternoon in Almo Heights. Williams, 24, of Almo,
was northbound on Radio Road when an eastbound car driven by Lou Ann Birdsong,
41, also of Almo, pulled in front of him, according to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. The collision spun Williams' car into a tree. Williams, who was cited for
having no insurance and an expired registration plate, was treated at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for cuts, bruises and a concussion. Birdsong was treated for a bruised
arm and a concussion.
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Patton: Method gives edge to quota owners

Mayor asks
Detention
theater not
center seeks
to show
X-rated films workers
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Mayor Pam Miller has asked
the managers of the city-owned
Kentucky Theatre not to show
X-rated movies.
Miller sent a letter dated
April 12 to Analy Scorsone,
president of the Kentucky Theatre Group Inc., ivhich manages the theater, asking for a
promise that no pornography
be shown at the theater.
About five months earlier.
Miller had defended the theater's right to control its own
programming.
"There is no doubt that any
taxpayer is going to be exasperated with government if he
believes that tax dollars are
going to support activity he
finds morally unacceptable,"
Miller wrote.
"If we can have your assurance that you will avoid having films of this type at the
theater," the letter said, "I
believe we can avoid the kind
of public disruption that will sidetrack us from the work that
needs to be done to meet another goal, that of rejuvenating all
of downtown."
The letter, which also complimented the theater and its
manager, Fred Mills, came just
a few months before the theater management group's contract expires.
The letter also went to council members.
In November. the theater
attracted sell-out crowds and
plenty of criticism when it
showed the X-rated, 3-D film
Disco Dolls in Hot Skin.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Alter months of organizing, Main Street Murray is getting
ready to go public with its planning process.
•
According to Robin Taffler, Main Street Murray manager.
the organization will hold Master Plan kickoff meetings April
27, as architects from the design firm of Looney Ricks Kiss
of Nashville, Tenn., will be in town to conduct various focus
group meetings.
"Those are to meet with various community individuals,"
Taffier said. "They're basically for the planners to get concerns
and perspectives for what goes on downtown."
Teller said the April 27 kickoff will consist of four meetings with four different focus groups comprised of community
individuals such as property owners and real estate representatives; retail and restaurant operators; nearby residents and church
representatives; and Muray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and Main Street representatives.
"They (Looney Ricks Kiss) asked for very specific groups,"
Taffler said. "We tried to get people who are very acutely
aware of what the needs for the downtown area are."

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
ARTISTS IN TRAINING...Jacob Melvin and Blake Livesay,

classmates in the third grade at Southwest Elementary
School, complete an art project Monday afternoon. Storms
knocked out power to the school for two hours Monday.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Attor- ton, Rind.. chairman of the House
ney General Janet Reno, voicing Government Reform Committee,
"no regrets whatsoever" for the called Reno's decision "reckless."
raid that helped return Elian GonThe administration in turn
zalez to his Cuban father, is fac- accused Republicans of playing poling tough questioning today from itics, with White House spokesman
skeptical Republican lawmakers.
Joe Lockhart denouncing "wild
The attorney general was to statements" by House Majority
meet on Capitol Hill with a bipar- Whip Tom DeLay. R-Texas, and
tisan group of 11 senators select- others.
ed by Majority Leader Trent Lott,
"The top Republican leadership
R-Miss. The session came as prewith one voice and very loudly
liminary inquiries into Saturday's
condemned the operation and now
pre-dawn raid have started in both
they are saying. 'Let's find out
the House and the Senate.
it.'" Lockhart said today on
Republicans, and a handful of about
"Good Morning America."
ABC's
Democrats aligned with those seeking to block Elian's return to Cuba, "That's backwards. I think most
stepped up their criticism for what average Americans outside the Beltthey see as the Justice Depart- way will understand normal people get information first and then
ment's strong-arm tactics.
The Senate Foreign Relations make a judgment."
Interviewed on NBC's "Today."
Committee chairman. Sen. Jesse
said that despite an asserLockhart
Helms, R-N.C., decried "the
grotesque image" of the seizure
at gunpoint. And Rep. Dan Bur- II See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
outcome of the 2000 General
Assembly makes the tax issue less
clear-cut as Republicans and
Democrats struggle for control of
the Senate in this year's elections,
a political observer said.
Members of both parties voted
both ways on extending the sales
tax to interstate long-distance phone
calls.
"I don't think either side has
enough to work with to use this
to defeat somebody or get somebody elected," said Paul Blanchard, director of the Center for
Kentucky History. and Politics at
Eastern Kentucky University.
But that doesn't mean each side
isn't already trying. which indicates how important the Senate
elections are this year.
Republicans gained a 20-18
advantage last year when two senators switched parties. Republicans have fewer seats at risk this
fall and appear able to equal or
beat Democrats' campaign spending.
The newly elected legislature
will draw new boundary lines for
congressional and legislative districts, which the party in power
normally draws to its own advantage. The House is expected to
remain firmly Democratic, but by
tradition each chamber draws its
own districts.
Gov. Paul Patton forced the tax
issue by proposing a gasoline-tax
increase and a tax-reform plan
that he said would have cut taxes
for most Kentuckians. High gas
prices killed the gas tax, but the
House passed a scaled-down reform
bill, mainly a rewrite of telecommunications taxes.
The Senate balked. with Republicans saying they wouldn't raise
taxes. To get a budget. they agreed
to the long-distance tax, passed with
a cut in the unemployment-insurance tax paid by employers —
which, combined with some small
tax cuts, means no net increase
in the state's total tax burden.
Democrats say Patton's plan
would have been more fair and
eut taxes for most Kentuckians,
while the unemployment-tax cut
will benefit only employers.

II See Page 2
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Gunfire erupts at zoo
WASHINGTON (AP) - A running scuffle between two groups of
youths erupted into gunfire at the
crowded National Zoo, leaving an
11-year-old boy brain dead and six
other young people recovering
from gunshot wounds.
The popular tourist attraction,
which was crowded with thousands
of people celebrating the black
family when the shooting occurred
Monday afternoon, was closed today as police continued their investigation.
Police Chief Charles Ramsey
said today that officers know who
they are looking for. A police
source who asked not to be identified said there is no evidence that
more than one shooter was involved. The National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People posted a 525.000 reward.
Police said they were investigating whether the shootings were
gang related and sought at least one
teen-age gunman who fired a handgun into groups of youths after a
confrontation escalated to bottle
throwing and then shots.
"Whether it's officially a gang
activity or not, the fact of the matter is that there were two groups of
youth who were scuffling, who
were fighting throughout the afternoon, and as all too often happens.
had ready access to guns and the
results speak for themselves."
Mayor Anthony Williams said today on CBS'"The Early Show."
The shooting victims ranged in
age from II to 16 and were attending a century-old post-Easter gathering celebrating black families.
Police said the seventh victim, a
teen-ager. showed up at a hospital

overnight for treatment of a gunshot wound to the thumb.
A police official said the most
severely wounded victim, the 11year-old boy, was shot in the head
and declared brain dead at a hospital. The boy's heart and lungs were
being kept functioning by machines
to allow his family to donate his organs, the official said.
Officials at Children's Hospital
National Medical Center, where the
boy was being treated, would say
only that he remained in very critical condition.
A 12-year-old girl was in serious
condition with a wound to the pelvis, a I4-year-old boy was in serious condition with a leg wound,
and three other youths were hospitalized with less serious injuries.
according to officials at the hospitals where they were treated. Another person in the vicinity of the
melee suffered a seizure and a
pregnant woman was taken to the
hospital after experiencing abdominal pain.
The 111-year-old zoo, a unit of
the Smithsonian Institution, is one
of the most-visited sites in Washington, drawing 3 million local
residents and tourists each year.

The gunfire broke out shortly after 6 p.m. EDT in broad daylight
and stunned visitors.
"I am not bringing them back.
These are my grandkids. It is not
safe," said Sandra Edwards, who
was visiting the zoo with her grandchildren when she heard the shots
and saw youths fighting.
Edwards said she thought some
of the teen-agers appeared to be
gang members, because they wore
matching clothing. For instance.
she said one group of teens all wore
blue bandanas.
Nakisha Johnson, 17, said she
saw one young man open fire after
a feud between youths became violent. She said the . children who
were wounded were caught in the
middle of the two groups.
"He was just shooting at the
people he was fighting" but struck
the children bystanders, Johnson
said.
Witnesses said the shooting occurred when a bottle was thrown
from one group of youths at some
other youths in a crowd near the
zoo gate. A piece of glass struck a
young woman in the face, and then
shots rang out, the witnesses said.
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"If we have gone from a $600
million
to $700 million proposed
"The folks who are going to
pay for it are the individual peo- tax increase to arguing about
ple," said state Democratic Chair- whether there is any tax increase
woman Nick' Patton, the gover- at all, then I think we have had
nor's daughter. But she said both a big victory as far as our no-tax
parties' messages "will be very stand is concerned," said Senate
President David Williams.
muddied."
.
But Republicans have caught
Republicans say they still have
a clear advantage on the tax- issue flak from some in their own party,
because they blocked Patton's plan. including Norman Barrow of Hartford, a Republican activist who
told Williams "I'm greatly disillusioned," in a call to him on
Kentucky Educational Television's
"Kentucky Tonight" last Monday.
From Page 1
Blanchard said the Senate elecration voted 8-4 to base each round tions will boil down to individual
of payments on data from the prior races more than state issues,
year. Payments this year will be "depending on what kind of clever
based on 1999 figures, but pay- spin some candidate puts on them."
ments for 2001 would be based
Half of the 38 Senate seats are
on 2000 figures, and so on.
on the ballot in November. Of the
After the vote, Patton, who by 19, eight are held by Republicans
law is a member of the corpora- and 11 by Democrats. Three
tion board, said he would support Democrats and one Republican are
the decision.
running unopposed, but DemocraThe corporation expects to tic Sen. Gary Johnson of Pikeville
receive $84 million for distribu- is not seeking re-election, making From Page 1
tion at the end of the year.
his seat a prime GOP target.
1nomics and public perceptions.
The problem lies in about $7,000
a year and seven years' worth of
work.
Salaries and paid benefits start
at about $29,900 for police officers, $27,100 for firefighters and
$20,800 for jail employees.
Police and fire workers can
retire with full benefits after 20
years, while corrections employees must serve 27 years.The corrections department historically has
played third fiddle to police and
Neat and Pretty
12th Street Commercial
fire agencies in Fayette County
$49,900
$70's
when it comes to hiring because
of both pure economics and public perceptions.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY •Patton •••
EVENING
Pick 3:
3-0-8
Pick 4:
4-3-4-8
Cash 5:
7-24-26-32-34

II Project •••
The general public will also get
a chance to provide input on the
Master Plan May 8 when Main
Street holds a public kickoff meeting. According to Taffler, the purpose of such public meetings is
to create a Master Plan that is a
"living document" that will guide
the downtown renovation process.
Taffler said the Master Plan,
which is scheduled to be completed by this fall, is a four-step
process that includes a background
research and analysis phase;
charette and concept plan development phase; draft master plan
phase; and final version phase.
One of the main renovation
tools that Main Street is able to
offer at this point, Taffler said, is
facade grants. Downtown business
owners can apply for grants of up
to $7,500 to restore the fronts of
their buildings.
According to grant guidelines,
the minimum grant that can be given
is $2,500; a 50/50 match will be
required for reimbursement; funds

• Tax ...

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
8-9-6
Pick 4:
2- I - I -5

BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo

TIME TO SHINE.. Southwest Elementary School fifth-grade students practiced their routines
In the school gym Monday as they prepared for a variety show to benefit the upcoming Relay
for Life fund-raiser.
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must be utilized on privately owned
buildings; and property owners
receiving grant assistance must
retain ownership of the assisted
property for a minimum of five
years.
"The thing we want to stress
is that this is historic preservation," Taller said. "People said
the building here aren't pretty.
Well, they were, but they've been
covered up."
Phil Walker, an architect for
Looney Ricks Kiss, said Monday
in a telephone interview from
Nashville that downtown Murray
shows tremendous potential for
renovation.
"I think any time you approach
downtown planning, you want to
look for potential strengths," Walker said. "I think the courthouse
square was a place of great potential. It is the strongest place on
which to build."
Walker said the age of some
of Murray's downtown buildings
could actually be an asset to renovation efforts.

"Older buildings often time do
pose challenges, as far as how to
use them for other uses goes," he
said. "A lot of times, though, older
buildings are what you'd rather have
because they have so much character."
While Main Street continues to
plan for not only building renovations, but also sidewalk and
street lamp repairs, Taney said
the group is being careful to follow the guidelines laid out by
Main Street organizations around
the country.
"I think a lot of people don't
understand this is a national effort,"
she said. "There's a real methodology to this. We're not just making this up as we go along."
The April 27 meetings will begin
at 10 a.m. on the second floor of
Union Planters' downtown branch.
Tallier said the time and location
for the May 8 meeting has not
been determined yet. For more
information,contact the Main Street
Murray office at 759-9474.

•Reno ...
From Page 1
tion by Sen. Bob Graham, D-Fla.,
President Clinton had not promised that the boy would not be
seized from the Miami relatives.
Sen. Connie Mack, R-Fla., who
has bitterly criticized the operation asked on CBS' "The Early
Show": "How can anyone justify
using a gun to rip this boy away
from his Miami family?"
Reno on Monday defended her
actions anew in several television
interviews.
"It was time he was returned
to his daddy," Reno said of the
6-year-old shipwreck survivor.
Interviewed on PBS's "News Hour
with Jim Lehrer," Reno said she
struggled with different options
before giving the go-ahead for the
seizure — including "going up there
myself' to claim the boy.
But she said it was clear that
the crowds outside the house "were
going to intervene in any attempt

to extract Elian from the house."
In the end, she said, she believed
she had no realistic choice but to
proceed with the armed seizure.
"What you saw was a law enforcement operation that went the right
way," she said.
If necessary, Reno said, she
would enforce the federal order
that the boy not be removed from
the United States until a federal
court rules on the issue of whether
he can be granted political asylum over the objections of his father.
Elian was removed Saturday
from his great-uncle's home in
Miami, where he has been staying since his rescue from the
Atlantic last November.
He is in seclusion with his
father at Andrews Air Force Base,
Md. Florida family members,
rebuffed twice in weekend attempts
to see the boy, waited until late
afternoon Monday to try again.
Again they were not allowed on
the base.
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Jury flips coin to decide murder trial
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Jurors who couldn't decide whether
to convict a man of murder or manslaughter in the shooting of his girlfriend flirped a coin and found him
guilty of murder, subjecting him to
a possible life sentence before a
judge declared a mistrial.
In court Monday, Jefferson Circuit Judge Kenneth Conliffe told
jury foreman David Melton, 45,"It
has come to the attention of the
court, that with the great deal of
difficulty that the jury had, that you
all got to a point where you were in
essence almost hung, and that you
may have resolved the issue by a
'flip of the coin."
Melton acknowledged that had
happened.
Phillip J. Givens II, 28, will get
a new trial, beginning Sept. 12. He
faced a maximum sentence of life

in prison for the death of Monica
Briggs, 29, last May.
The jury of five men and seven
women deliberated about nine
hours over two days last week before finding Givens guilty of murder.
On Monday, Conliffe learned
how the jury had reached its verdict.
Brian Butler, one of the prosecutors in the case, said one of the jurors apparently told someone about
the coin toss, and that person told
someone who works in the Jefferson County court system. The court
employee told a judge, who
brought it to Conliffe's attention,
Butler said.
Conliffe declined to be interviewed about the incident.
Givens' lawyer, Mark Chandler,
said it's "scary" to think that 12

UK receives grant
to study chemicals
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The lished the Superfund program in
University of Kentucky's Graduate 1980 to locate, investigate and
Center for Toxicology will receive clean up the nation's worst hazardmore than $10 million over the next ous waste sites.
There currently are 16 federally
five years to study the effects of
toxic, man-made chemicals on the designated Superfund sites in Kentucky considered high-risk areas for
human body and the environment.
The grant, awarded by the Na- PCBs and other chemicals, said
tional Institute of Environmental Larry W. Robertson, a professor in
Health Sciences, will continue the the school's Graduate Center for
school's research into harmful Toxicology.
"What we've done is put topolychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
and their link to various health con- gether an approach to solving envicerns, including Cancer and heart ronmental problems involving
PCBs that would take advantage of
disease.
PCBs originally were produced all the different talents and backas insulating fluids for electrical grounds that we have here," Robequipment and were released by ertson said. "The different projects
large industrial facilities, including will focus on how these compounds
paper mills and electronics facto- are toxic, how we can detect them,
ries. Although the manufacture of how we can remediate them and
PCBs has been banned in the how we can protect humans against
United States for more than two the toxic effects of these chemicals.
decades, chemical remnants still
"What we want to do is identify
can be found in the soil and water the people most at risk and then
of previously contaminated areas.
ways to intervene in an efThe Environmental Protection look for
public health."
preserve
to
fort
Agency has labeled PCBs as probOne of the research projects
able human carcinogens. Absorbed
through the skin by contact, includ- deals with PCBs and their effect on
ing the consumption of meat and the cells that line human blooe'Vtsfish from contaminated areas, they sels. PCBs can lead to inflammaalso have been found to affect tion of those endothelial cells,
which is one of the early signs of
learning in animals and humans.
The grant will fund seven re- atherosclerosis, or hardening of the
search projects, involving 24 fac- arteries. Researchers at the school
ulty members from 17 different have found that such damage can
academic areas, under the banner of be minimized or even blocked with
the national Superfund Basic Re- the consumption of Vitamin E, thus
search Program. Congress estab- reducing the risk of heart disease.

Woman hurt,
hospitalized
after accident
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A local woman remained in stable condition Tuesday morning
with injuries she received Monday
in a two-vehicle accident.
Evelyn Eyres, 20, of a Kentucky
94 East address, was treated for
back strain and bruises, said an
MCCH spokesman.
She was northbound on South
12th Street when a car driven by
James Butler of Benton tried to
cross the street and pulled in front
of Eyres' car near Vernon's Pawn
Shop, causing her car to hit his, a
Murray police press release said.
The Murray Fire Department as
at the scene.

people would decide to flip a coin
to reach a verdict, especially in a
murder case when the defendant
could face life in prison.
"It kind of blows your mind." he
said. "I think they had a lapse in
judgment, and I'd like to thint it
doesn't go on very often."
The jury was deadlocked II.
for murder and 11- I for manslaughter. Melton said 10 jurors
were willing to compromise. But
one was unwilling to budge on
as
manslaughter and another
steadfast for murder.

Then came the toss of a silver
dollar.
Melton told The Courier-Journal
that the jurors had decided to convict but couldn't agree on the
charge. They wanted to avoid a
mistrial, so they decided to flip a
coin. Because all agreed on the
coin toss, they thought it was legal
and didn't know it was wrong, he
said.
"Realistically. I didn't think we
had anything to lose." Melton said.
"We were going to be hung without
it

Neither campaign would elaborate
on the announcement.
Jordan already has the support
of Gov. Paul Patton and the Democratic Congressional Campaign
Committee, which had given momentum to Jordan's fund raising.
A withdrawal by Jennings
would likely clear the way for Jordan to focus on Northup, a twoterm incumbent with a big fundraising advantage.
An early Jennings supporter

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
Ched Jennings told supporters he
would abandon his underfunded
campaign for the Democratic nomination to challenge Republican
U.S. Rep. Anne Northup. a longtime labor ally said.
Jennings scheduled a news conference for this morning. An announcement of the news conference
said state Rep. Eleanor Jordan, Jennings' chief rival in the 3rd District
primary, would attend it with him.

753-4703

ATTENTION!
The Calloway County High School Site Based
Decision Making Council Parent Election
Committee is accepting nominations for parent representation on the SBDM Council at CCHS April 17April 28, 2000. All nominations must be written and
include the name of the parent nominee, signature
of the person who is nominating a parent, date, and
children's names. No nominations will be accepted
after 3:00 p.m. on April 28. To qualify as a nominee,
a parent must have a child who will be enrolled at
Calloway County High School during the Fall 2000
semester. Parents can nominate themselves or be
nominated by another parent who meets the prior
stated qualification. The election will be held on
May 4, 2000 from 5:30-8:00 p.m. in the CCHS
Cafeteria. Dedra Dalton and Jennifer Keel will
assist in the election. Nominations may be sent to
the high school in care of Randy McCallon,
Principal. Nominations may also be dropped off at
the front office.
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#103-37253

10 ft. x 10 ft. x 6 ft
Pet Kennels
Unassembled #066-60371

<5,000 sq. ft>

Fertilizer plus
Weed Control
•32-3-4
*Controls over 200 broadleaf weeds
in home lawns
•Feeds and greens while eliminating
unwanted weeds

Apply in Mar.-May

29.95

#102-37254

OR
Preassembled #066-60372
Kennel Cover #066-60374.. .
%OEM
'

Shoulder Seed
Sower

299
lorapungot
Organic
Humus

Pine Bari
Mulch
#102.95075

#102 95086

'Hip support, hand grip,
adjustable shoulder strap
'Long lasting metal gears
'Heavy canvas
1#4,
hopper

Hardwood
Mulch
#102-95078

Blue Denim High Back
Bib Overall

51747i55M4N

•100°/. cotton *Unlined
•Rule & plier pocket
•Hammer loop
•Pencil pocket
*Button side closures
*Adjustable should straps

1 gal.
Sprayer
•Brass wand with
adjustable nozzle
•Funnel top reduces
spillage

$59.95
STATESMAN

Your
quwimi
Choice •

Your
Choice'

#102-40078

•Includes all materials to build a
chain link dog kennel in a
convenient carry-home box

*Easy set-up in 15 min. with one wrench

15,000 sq. ft. coverage

MEMBER DISCOUNTS...

310 South 4th St met

who spoke with the candidate on to beat Anne Northup and have a
Monday said Jennings told leading. unified Democratic Party in doinr
supporters at a meeting that he that."
Colston said before the meeting
would announce his withdrawal
he had preferred that Jennings refrom the campaign today.
"Ched has informed his support- main in the race but that his union
ers that he is going to pull out of local would back Jordan.
Jennings, an attorney. has hanthe race and is going to support Eleanor Jordan," said Donnie Col- dled workers' compensation cases
ston, president and business man- and other legal matters for the un
ager of the 1,400-member Interna- ion local for 18 years. Colston said
tional Brotherhood of Electrical The local had contributed $2,500 to
Workers Local 2100. "His goal is Jennings' campaign, he said.

4,

#102-95085

•S1,500 Accidental Death Policy
•Free Estate Planning
•Competitive Insurance Products
(Auto. Home Farm Health Life. IRAs)

"And it has to be a decision."
Commonwealth's Attorney Dave
Stengel said. "It can't be some kind
of gamble."
Three of the jurors declined to
comment. The others could not he
reached.

Prices good April 26 - May 6; 2000

Top Soil

ALSO INCLUDED...

He said Givens did not receive a
fair trial because of the jury's actions.
Jurors take an oath to decide a
case based on the evidence, and
they are instructed to consider only
the evidence.

Jennings ponders campaign withdrawal

159

*Pharmacy Discount Card
*Dodge Truck S500 Rebate
•Rental Car Discounts (15°. off)
•State Park Hotel Discounts(15°0 off)
•Eyeglass Contacts Discounts (60°. oft)
*Hearing Aid Discount (15°. off)
•Matlorder Drug Discount
•A D T Security System Free Installation

Local court officials and law
professors said they had never
heard of a verdict reached this way
but noted that jury deliberations are
secret. Some, however, said they
weren't surprised to hear that it had
happened.
"I don't think it's widespread,"
said Cedric Powell, an assistant law
professor at the University of Louisville. "But I think the system
breaks down sometimes. There are
i'mperfections in the system. There
are problems with the system. But
it doesn't shake my faith in it."

4 #067-00713
411

24.95

15.99

25.95

#102-32013

CD
Everyday
Low Price

Nuggets Dog
Food
*For any age dog
'All-natural ingredients
*More meat than most
grocery store brands
#500-13341

110 gal. Tube-Top
Stock Tank

100 gal. Poly
Stock Tank

.22 ga galvanized
steel side wall
.20 ga double-locked
soldered seam
bottom with drain plug

.Strong. durable.
hi-density poly
'Optional hog drinker
available with easy installation

si uo
tio

squggets
wawa.mismo

12.99

Heavy-Duty
T-Post

#100-24853...........59.95
#081-14502

59.95

#100-24450

1.99

16 ft. x 52 in. Panel
for Cattle
12 ft. Tubular Steel Gate

11.99
Hog Panel #081-13506 ....II.99

#081-13504

*Latch chain & 2 lag bolts included
*Double welded braced
*100-28000

ga with heavy galvanized zinc coating

39.95

110 East Sycamore • Murray, KY
(270) 753-1423
SOUTHERN
STATES

(Acmss from Calloway County Animal SheItcr)

VISIT US ON THE WEB: www.southernstates-coo_p.com
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Independent, Ashland
"wrong:"
Thumbs up to the Kentucky Transportation CabPresident Bill Clinton's state of denial apparinet for being creative with temporary signs erect- ently is permanent. He actually now seems to
ed to warn motorists Of construction activity.
believe his own propaganda, persisting in his ludiWhen highway work crews are busy, the signs crous self-portrayal as defender of the Constitution
flash a message warning motorists to slow down during the divisive scandal that nearly cost him
and use extra caution.
his job last year. ...
However, when work crews are off duty. the
During an occasionally testy session with the
signs were being turned off and nothing but a American Society of Newspaper Editors in Washblinking line of dots was being displayed on them. ington ... President Clinton acknowledged that he
That's when the Transportation Cabinet decided to made "a terrible mistake" and was "deeply regretget creative.
ful" for it, but added: "I'm not ashamed of the
Responding to complaints from Louisville area fact they impeached me. That was their decision,
motorists that the signs without a message were a not mine. And it was wrong. As a matter of law,
distraction, the cabinet set up a toll-free number Constitution and history, it was wrong."
for suggestions on what the signs should say dur"A terrible mistake" is forgetting to pick up the
ing non-construction times.
kids from school. Betraying the dignity of the
The result is some of the most creative road nation's highest office and an oath to tell the truth
signs since Burma Shave disappeared.
in a court proceeding, extending those lies to the
"leave racin to horses" flashes one. "Drive now. nation for seven months before being forced to
lalls later" reads another.
tell the truth by sordid physical evidence, and conFor the most part, the messages are humorous, ducting smear campaigns against those who dared
hut humor can be an effective way to deliver a to expose such disgraceful misdeeds should not be
si.,riolis message.
dismissed as "a terrible mistake" — or even as
In our hook. the Transportation Cabinet is mak- "terrible mistakes." ... President Clinton saved his
ing excellent use of available space. •
job.
He should accept the historic reality that conNpril 15 - The (Charleston, S.C.) Post and tinued denials of the obvious will not save his
Courier, on the president calling impeachment justifiably tainted legacy.

Falwell's second commn
t a time when the Christian
ys om Id is focusing on the crUci11\ion and resurrection of Jesus
ot Nazareth and the meaning of
those events. Rev. Jerry Falwell
is again focusing on politics. A decade ago. after disbanding
the Moral Majority (for which I
toiled for five years). Falwell
announced he was going back to
preaching.
People who heard him said his
preaching became more powerful
w hen he returned to his first love.
But he has again succumbed to
the temptation of politics and its
dlusion, of power.
At a news conference last week
in Washington and on his "People of Faith 2000" Web page, Falwell announced a drive to. register II) million new voters in order
to impose a moral code through
government which most citizens,
comfortable in their materialism, are
not w illing to impose on themseises.
Falwell will not register 10 million new voters who will vote as
he wjshes because there aren't that
many unregistered.
People who still believe the
solution to moral decline lies in
Washington registered to vote in
the '8o. and found that, even in
the idealized Reagan era, not much
changed.
In fact, with the exception of
• a slight decline in abortions (due
not to legislation but to the establishment of thousands of centers
to help women with unplanned
pregnancies). things have gotten
worse.
Many church members are following the ways of the world,
di'orong and consuming pornograph
in increasing numbers,
a(.0,rding to several surveys.
()tt his Web page. Falwell claims
th.o -people of faith are persona
non ;rata
,
in the American politiCal proCC,,...

CAL'S THOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
No. they're not. They just
shouldn't expect to constantly run
the Republican Party to which his
wing of the church has attached
itself.
The lower kingdom (politics)
is about compromise. The higher
kingdom (the gospel) is about no
compromise.
Falwell is trying to apply the
principles of the higher kingdom
to the lower one. Such attempts
are futile.
Second, Falwell claims the "leftwing elite has been engaged in a
campaign to purge traditional
Judeo-Christian values from public life in America." It doesn't
speak well for God if a "left-wing
elite" can erode His power and
reach. But the real blame is laid
at the church doorstep. Falwell
accuses "the deafening silence- of
America's pulpits and religious
leaders" for causing this values
purge.
Viewers who see ministers and
non-ministers all over television
don't believe these people have
been silenced.
Most preachers I know have
chosen to concentrate on preaching the gospel and changing lives,
not government. They have been
unfairly slandered.
They believe their call is from
God; it is to Him they answer
and no one else.
Culture can neither be spoiled
nor cured by Washington. Its health
is determined by millions of individual choices.
Scripture forecasts its decline
when people turn away from God.

MPS /5 A PREScR PrioN
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Some simple gifts
I love hearing from Carol Chapman, administrative assistant at
Murray Elementary. Occasionally,
she sends me letters to keep me
posted on current events at that
school, especially those having to
do with my favorite subjects reading and writing.
Just the other day, she sent me
a note to let me know about a
recent writing activity she thought
I'd be interested in: "We decided
to let the children enter a contest
and tell us what makes them happy;
what adults can do to make them
happier; and to tell us things they
worried about," Carol wrote.
Mrs. Chapman also reminded
me that April has been set aside
as the month of the young child,
so the writing exercise fits into a
broader theme.
"I could not believe the response
we received," she admitted. She
went on to say that 89 students
wrote in to say what was on their
minds, and that she was surprised
by the answers
Assuming that kids would confess for longing for things like
Pokemon, movies and things that
money can buy, Carol was touched
that at least three-quarters of the
young writers said that their parent made them happy when they
took time to play with them, to
read to them, to take them to play
in the park. Simple stuff.
The children of Murray Elementary wished their parents were
not so busy, that they would sit
down and help them with their
homework, read to them or just

spare a few minutes to toss a ball
with them in the yard. They wished
their parents could be at home
when they got home from school
and make brownies with them
Erin Morrison wrote: "I am
happy when my brother is not
sick and when my parents tell me
I've done something right, and I
am happy that God made all the
beautiful things on earth."
Abby Dowdy showered praise
on her family in her writing. "Happiness is the most important thing
in my life and my family makes
me happy," she said. -They treat
me with care and they are kind
to me. My Dad makes me laugh
and tells the greatest stories. He
takes me fishing and coaches my
softball team. He loves me to
death."
Abby's Dad isn't the only one
she lauded. Her mother's delicious
meals and other domestic skills
earned Abby's admiration. She
thinks her Mom is special because
she brushes Abby's hair and teaches her Sunday School class.
Abby cannot even think of one
way her family could improve
because they are already the best,
and she invited everyone to come
to her house to see why she was

so happy.
Kids' responses to the question
"What makes you worry?" often
centered around their parents. More
than half said they feared accidents that might take their parents away forever. Some fretted
that their bad dreams might come
true, and a few were troubled
about things like taking tests and
school work.
Just three mentioned being worried about guns and getting shot;
two were distressed about drugs.
One feared that her brother would
be stolen from day care; and one
feared break-ins at home.
Parents that smoke created additional concern for some of the
kids.
Carol Chapman reminded me
that the students who responded
to this exercise were aged between
seven and nine. "1 think they are
sending parents a big message,"
she declared. "They want more of
their time. I was truly enlightened
from reading all of the entries and
thought you might be, too."
I was. What about you'?
Write to columnist Constance
Alexander in care of this newspaper or reach her by e-mail at
cacalexander@hotmail.com.

Falwell says he resents Christians being treated as "secondclass citizens."
But that is precisely what Jesus
told His true followers they could
expect. He said, "If they hated
me, they'll hate you," and "if they
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
persecuted me, they will persecute
you," and "a servant is not greater days when presidents freely strolled
1VASHINGTON YESTERDAY
the public sidewalks, a determined
than His Master."
If such people are truly living small boy walked up to Ruthergodly lives, they should expect to ford B. Hayes and said: "Hey!
be persecuted. They are not com- 'Hey! Are you going to let us roll
manded to form a political move- eggs in your yard?"
LAWRENCE L. ICNUTSON
The yard in question that spring
ment to stop it. They should instead
Associated Press Writer
day in 1878 was the South Lawn
increase their godly behavior.
On his Web page, Falwell says: of the White House. The eggs grass and invaded turf.
back of the mansion and played
were dyed Easter eggs. The egg
So a senator introduced solemn among the shrubbery to their heart's
". .. if millions of people of faith
rollers were Washington children. legislation "to protect the public content," The Washington Evening
vote -- with prayer-filled hearts And the question was serious. Egg property, turf and grass of -thc Star reported.
- I believe we can return Ameritoilers had been evicted from their Capitol grounds from injury."
ca to moral sanity and reestablish
The next year, another small
traditional
For anyone curious about the boy accosted the same president
this great country as 'one nation
grounds. President
under God.' " Not through gov- Hayes' "yard" could provide a origin of the bureaucratic tradi- with the same question: "Are you
haven.
tion of protecting one's turf, this going to let us roll eggs in your
ernment they can't.
By the hundreds and even thou- might be a good place to start.
Those who are putting at least
yard this year?"
partial faith in George W. Bush sands, the city's youngest 19th
Congress passed the bill, ignorThere was no objection.
to turn the nation around will be century citizens had gathered at ing objections that tromping and
By 1880, crowds of children
the Capitol each Easter Monday rolling didn't hurt grass or turf. carried their eggs onto the White
disappointed. Consider some of the
appointments Republican presidents to roll brightly colored eggs down President Grant signed it into law. House grounds without seeking
have made to the Supreme Court: the terraces of the hill on which
Because of rain there was no presidential permission first.
it stood.
Dwight Eisenhower named the
confrontation on Easter Monday
It is said in Washington that if
Sometimes they rolled them- 1877.
liberal Earl Warren; Richard Nixon
a president does a thing for two
gave us Harry Blackmun, author selves as well.
But as the Easter season years running, other presidents will
The apparent object in either case approached in 1878, newspaper continue to do it year after year.
of Roe vs. Wade; Ronald Reagan
was to determine, with as much advertisements growled a warning:
selected Sandra Day O'Connor and
The eggs have rolled at the White
precision as possible, how far eggs "NO EGG ROLLING ON THE House on every Easter Monday
Anthony Kennedy, who uphold
— and boys and girls — could CAPITOL
Roe; George Bush delivered the
GROUNDS"
and since 1878, with the exception of
roll and tumble.
ultra-liberal David Souter to the
advised: "This law was passed to the years of the two world wars.
When the rolling was done the prevent the practice which had
COUR.
The lore of the White House
youngsters walked into the big grown up in previous years of Easter egg roll is told with much
"People of Faith 2000" will
raise some money and make noise, marble Capitol and ate their lunch, children rolling Easter eggs on the detail and accumulated lore in the
which included many of the recent- Capitol Grounds and terraces" and current issue of "Prologue," pubbut it will change little.
ly rolled eggs.
The message of Easter can
to prevent them "from being used lished by the National Archives
"Girls and boys, black and white, as playgrounds."
change everything.
in an article written by C. L.
big and little, darted in an out of
Qa Easter Monday, the Capitol Arbelbide, a historian specializing
every nook and cranny, romping Police turned back egg rollers.
in events and holidays involving
with noisy glee, and cracked EastBut a small boy had already the White House and the Capitol.
er eggs and munched their lunch- appealed to higher authority.
Over the last 122 years, the
es in the rotunda, littering the
President Hayes heard him out Easter Egg Roll has established a
floor with debris in utter disre- and made inquiries. And when a certain bond between presidents and
gard of the assembled wisdom and band of boys carrying baskets of the emerging generation.
majesty in either wing of the build- eggs approached the White House
"While presidents and egg rollers
ing," a Washington newspaper gates the guards stood aside.
may be separated by time, they
reported on April 2, 1872.
"Driven out of the Capitol are forever united by this event,"
By 1876, officials in charge of grounds, the children advanced on said Arbelbide, who explored the
the Capitol and its grounds had the White House grounds today link in her 1997 book, "The White
cooled to egg rollers, tromped and rolled eggs down the terraces House Easter Egg Roll."

Congress lays egg

Attention Washington!
U.S, REP ED WHITFIELD

U.S. SEN. JIM BUNNING

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL

236 Cannon Home Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3115 (Washington

818 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
202-224-1156 (Washington)

361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.0 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)

Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(502) 753-1927.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Thelma E. Cavitt

Mrs. Emmy Lou Goldstein

Mrs. Thelma E. Cavitt, 71, North Cherry Street, Murray, died Monday,
April 24, 2000, at 11:45 am.at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Ophelia Black

HELPING TO REACH A GOAL...luta Mason (far left), Worthy
Matron of Murray Star 433, Order of the Eastern Star, and
Joe Lasater (far right) Master, Murray Masonic Lodge, presents Terry, Karen and Stacey Albright with donation
checks for $100 and $50. The Albrights are collecting money
to help Stacey, who hopes to walk again, get to Los Angeles
for brain surgery. She has reached $1,110 of the $5,000 goal.

Vander Molen
presents research
poster at meeting
Vander Molen presented research
Calloway County High School
graduate and Transylvania Uni- on silver oxidation of a few select
versity senior Derek Vander Molen cyanate compounds. His research,
recently presented his chemistry conducted in conjunction with Tranresearch poster at the American sylvania chemistry professor GerChemical Society National' Meet- ald Seebach, attempts to determine
ing in San Francisco, Calif.
the products obtained in a silver
The American Chemical Soci- oxide reaction with cyanate comety (ACS), a non-profit, scientif- pounds and to determine the effect
ic and educational organization, is of other functional groups on this
the largest scientific society in the reaction.
world. Chartered by Congress, the
Transylvania chemistry profesACS is a world leader in foster- sor Alan Goren said that the annuing chemical education and al ACS trip was a very positive
research.
experience and a great opportuniIts membership of nearly ty for students to see a vast array
159,000 chemists and chemical of research.
engineers is international.
"The ACS meeting allows, stuTransylvania was well repre- dents to see how broad
chemistry
sented at the national meeting., is. It really lets them
see what
with 10 chemistry students and three can be done in
the field," he said.
Transy professors.
Vander Molen, a chemistry
Transy's strong science program major, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
is nationally recognized and the uni- Douglas
Vander Molen of Murversity is listed among the nation's
ray.
most elite schools in Peterson's
Transylvania, founded in 1780,
Top Colleges for Science.
is the nation's 16th oldest instituAt the meeting,Transylvania stution of higher learning and Is condents gave poster presentations,
sistently ranked in national publiattended conferences and listened
cations as one of the top liberal
to fellow students from across the
arts colleges in the country.
nation talk about their research.

Graveside services for Mrs. Ophelia Black will be Wednesday at 11
am.at BaizeII Cemetery. The Rev. Carvis Black will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to Relay
for Life Fund, Murray-Calloway County Hospital Long Term Care Team,
c/o Valerie Morris, captain, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Black, 79, St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, died Sunday. April 23,
2000, at 5:05 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A member of Coldwater Baptist Church. she had retired as a nurse's aid
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Nilson Black in 1968, a
daughter, Glenda Darnell in 1966, and a granddaughter, Lori Ruth Darnell
in 1964. Born Jan. 25, 1921, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Raymond Sanders and Lettie Hargrove Sanders.
Mrs. Black is survis ed by two daughters, Mrs. Martha Patterson and
husband, Don, Jackson. Miss., and Mrs. Betty Gream and husband, James,
Farmington; one son, Larry Black. Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Pansy Black,
Farmington, and Mrs. Faira Weaver and husband, Walter, Detroit, Mich.;
one brother, Willis Sanders and wife, Wilma Jean, Murray; six grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

Steven R. Holdman
Steven R. Holdman. 38, Longmont, Colo., died Friday, April 21, 2000,
at Longmont United Hospital.
A graduate of Marshall County High School, he attended Murray State
University and was graduated from Lake Erie College in Ohio. He was a
member of First Christian Church. Benton. and employed with IBM in
Longmont.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Vicki Meltzer Holdman; his parents,
Bob and Peggy Holdman, Gilbertsville; one sister, Mrs. Rebecca Bennett,
Mayfield; one brother, Greg Holdman, Paducah; his grandparents, Russell
and Lillian Hart, Gilbertsville.
Preceding him in death were his grandparents, Emmett and Charley
Holdman, Henshaw.
A memorial service will be Thursday at 7 p.m. in the sanctuary of First
Christian Church, Benton. The Rev. Ray Morton and the Rev. William
Roberts will officiate.
Visitation will be at the church from 5:30 to 7 p.m. Thursday.
Howe Mortuary of Longmont. Colo., is in charge of arrangements.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Music Ministry of First
Christian Church, U.S. Highway 641 South. Benton, KY 42025 or to Phi
Mu Alpha Scholarship Fund. Murray State University, Murray, KY
42071.

Mrs. Beauton Windsor
Mrs. Beauton Windsor, 92, Britthaven Nursing Home, Benton, died
Sunday. April 23, 2000, at 5:05 p.m. at Britthaven.
A member of Mt. Pleasant Cumberland Presbyterian Church, she attended Bell City Baptist Church.
Her husband, Hassel Windsor. died in 1991. Born Aug. 15. 1907, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Willie Thomas Simpson and Camie Bell Dick Simpson.
Mrs. Windsor is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Georgia Dick, and
three grandchildren, Carita Brown and husband, Keith. Kevin Chambers
and Robert Arnett. all of Hazel; three great-grandchildren. Daniel and
Dustin Chambers, Hernando. Miss., and Tara Chambers. Hazel.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. Burial will follow in Story's Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Emmy Lou Goldstein, Los Angeles. Calif., died Sunday. April 23,
2000, at 8:30 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was stricken ill while visiting in the home of her sister, Mrs. Margaret Trevathan of Murray.
Her husband, Michael Goldstein, preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Edward Redman of Mt. Vernon. Ind.
Survivors include two sons, Steven Goldstein and wife, Susan, Los Angeles. and Anthony Goldstein, Las Vegas. Nev.; four sisters, Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Murray, Mrs. Irma King, Mt. Vernon. Ind., Mrs. Marianna
Kessler and husband, Ken, Marion, Ill., and Mrs. Serena Rowland and
husband, James. San Antonio, Texas; two brothers. David Redman and
wife. VI, Oak Ridge. Tenn., and Mark Redman and wife, Pat. Evansville.
Ind.; two grandchildren, Jennifer Goldstein and Clinton Goldstein, Las
Vegas; several nieces and nephews.
Private graveside services are today in Los Angeles.
Memorials may be made to the Alexandrian Public Library. Mt. Vernon. Ind 47620 A garden will be named in her memory.

Are Your Tires Reedy
To Hit The Road This Spring?

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

*6 Yr Limited Warranty

•24-Month Free Replacement
•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
*Smooth, Quiet Ride

NEW & USED TIRES• FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111
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Stock Market Report

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. HilSard, W.L Lyons, Inc.• Momber NY
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2000-2001 PRE-REGISTRATION
April 15th through May let 8:30-3:30 Mon.-Fri.
All students must have this paid in order to be a student at ECA. This fee
is non-refundable and paid one time each year.

MURRAY ST4TE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI:4SSOCI4TION

Friday, April 28

REGISTRATION
BEFORE
MAY 15

7 pm • Curris Center Ballroom

One Child
Two Children
Three Children

Auction Items Include:
2 Backstage Passes to Fan-Fair
Aspen Ski Condo (one week)
Palm Coast Florida Condo (one week)
One week in Redington Beach, Florida
Nashville/CN1A Awards Trip
Atlanta Braves Trip
Numerous Golf Packages
Shania Twain Pictorial
George Strait Tour Jacket
Dinner Certificates Valued at $500.00
Itc6°

•

•

Spomorell Its:

Realts. People. Bank."Fht. NIIIMIN 11.111k N. I

ii, Planters.

•

Balls, Cards & Autographs
St. Louis Cardinals
Autographed Peyton Manning Colts Jersey
Murray State Football
Murray State Basketball
Cal Ripken Jr.
St. Louis Rams Autographed Football
Special Edition
Superbowl Championship Football

4111k

(270) 762-3001 FOR INFORMATION
TICKETS $10 EACH, OR,
$150 FOR TABLE OF SIX

Proceeds benefit
renovation of
Alumni Center at MSU

REGISTRATION
AFTER
MAY 15

100.00
150.00
175.00

FReve1r-se IFItailF1F Ile A a.B itiors
I
A 810 Ticket Provides Chance To Win Up To $1,000

1141pkin•%ilk Federal Sas ings & I nail. klpperild

it I251)..li

.44&i
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One Child
Two Children
Three Children

125.00
200.00
235.00

4 year olds & 5 year olds
Kindergarten classes offer a' delightful learning
experience for your child. This enjoyable program
is designed to provide a good education foundation.
Kindergarten meets 1/2 day Monday thru Friday.
After care available until 5 p.m.

Great emphasis is placed on fundamentals of education. A strong phonics program that begins in
first grade enables all students to learn to read.
Homework, report cards, concerned teachers, and
informed parents are the rule and not the exception.

IA
s
Sls...4 ,S
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t
4

Christian High offers the high school student the
best in academic education, with college courses
requirement for graduation.

"A traditional classroom approach in a family type atmosphere."

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
1 Mile East of Murray on Hwy.94
753-7744

•
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Red Cross blood drive
planned for two days
On Wednesday and Thursday,
a Red Cross Blood Drive will be
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
dance lounge of the Murray State
University Curris Center.
Sponsor of the drive is the
Sigma Pi fraternity at MSU. Red
Cross nurses and technicians will
be at the center to draw blood
during these hours.
Donated blood is used for children and adults with cancer.
leukemia, heart disease, anemia
and other diseases, as well as for
premature babies and people undergoing surgery, including organ
transplants and those injured in
accidents.
Larry Doyle. Calloway County

JO'S DATEBOOK

Red Cross Blood Drive chairman.
said recently "halfway through pancreatic surgery, a 57-year-old man
developed complications and began
bleeding uncontrollably. Doctors
finally stopped the hemorrhaging.
but not before the patient required
99 pints of type 0 positive red
blood cells."
To be eligible to give blood
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years of age, weigh at least
110 pounds and not have given
blood in the last 56 days. A health
review will be conducted.
Refreshments and a free limited edition Tennessee Titian-Red
Cross t-shirts will be given after
the blood is donated.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Hays named winner
Lindsey flays has been named
a national award winner in English by the United States Achievement Academy.
Hays, a student it Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for this award by her English teacher,
Her biography will appear in
the academy yearbook..
Hays is the daughter of Carla
N1orehead of Benton and Marty
Hays of Eddyville.
Her grandparents are Janice and
Jim Hays of Murray and Betty
Henderson of Dexter.

Emily Helton and Michael Carr

Helton-Carr wedding
will be here June 10

LINDSEY HAYS

Southern
Hope
Manual Therapy
& Massage Therapy
welounc-

LaJuan Anglin

ENO RUSTY
SULFUR
WATERI
Improve The
Quality of
Your Water
& Life
Chemical
Free
Treatment
for:
Iron Sulfur,
Hardness,
Corrosion,
Taste &
Odors

LaJuan is a licensed massage
therapist. She specializes in
swedish massage. reflexology.
trigger points, inflint
& pregnancy massage.
9088 S. 12th St.• Bel-Air Ctr.
Murray, KY •(270) 767-0060

CELLTOUCH,inc.

XWATERGR

FREE
WATER
TESTING

MID-SOUTH AQUA
TREAT
Paducah &
I mg Green, KY
Call Toll Free 877-352-5184
or(270 442-2120

767-9111
013
4,t10•lif C
W , QC.F SS
•GEN•

BIRTHS
Coleman James Burns
David and Lisa .Burns of Murray are the parents of a son, Coleman James Burns. born on Wednesday. April 19. 2000. at Jackson
Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven pounds five ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Bill and Chris Burns of Atlanta. Ga.. Jim and
.Cathy Murphy of York, S.C., and Dan and Beverly Blancato of Atlanta.
A great-grandmother is Mrs. Tabitha Hart of Atlanta

$25 for 100 minutes

Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut St.)

Roy and Jamie Helton of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Emily Elizabeth Helton, to
Michael David Can, son of David and Donna Can of Murray.
Miss Helton i the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James R. Sneed
of Hendersonville. Tenn., of the late Iva William Van Vleet of Homosassa, Fla.. and of Roy A. Helton Sr. and the late 'Rebecca Rankin Helton of Nashville. Tenn.
Mr. Can is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. A.H. Morgan
of Paducah and of Mr. and Mrs. James R. Can of Toms River. N.J.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School
and a 1999 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor of
science in wildlife biology. She is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority.
The groom-elect is a 1993 graduate of Murray High School and a
1998 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor of science
in organizational communication. He will be a May 2000 graduate of
University of Kentucky with a masfer of science in kinesiology and
health promotion- and currently has an internship with the University
of Kentucky football program. Mr. Can is a member of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 10. 2000. at 6:30 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Murray.
A reception will follow at the Murray Country Club.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

Bridal Registry

FREE Nokia 918
Phone & Car Charger
Ask about our add-on line
special for $10 per month!

Avadaole on new one yea,service agreement Subject to credit check and approval ee will be
for earl termination of contract Other restncbons ma a
cria
Offer ends 4130/00.

Health NOTES
By Dr. Ruben Caudrudo

UNDERSTANDING
STOMACHACHES
Sometimes it is easy to figure treatment depends on an accu(tut why your stomach hurts: you rate diagnosis.
had a hot pastrami sub for lunch,
Dr. Ruben Cuadrado is a local
or you sweated through a two- gastroenterologist affiliated with
hour budget bash with the boss. JACKSON PURCHASE MEDSometimes, though, the causes ICAL CENTER. Dr. Cuadrado is
are not so clear. Unlike occasion- Board Certified by the American
al stomach aches, which are part Board of Gastroenterology. Dr.
of life for most people. persistent Cuadrado specializes in diseases
or severe stomach pain can be a of the stomach, intestine, liver
warning sign of more serious and pancreas. He has practiced
problems. Among these are in Mayfield since 1994 and his
chronic stress, food sensitivities office is located at 1029 Medical
or allergy gallstones or gallblad- Center Circle, Mayfield, KY. For
der disease, ulcers, inflammato- more appointments or emergenry bowel disease (e.g. Crohn's cies, call 270-251-4575.
disease, colitis), gastroinThis column is presenttestinal bacteria or paraed by JACKSON PURsites, certain metabolic or
CHASE MEDICAL CENblood disorders, or disorTER and its many fine
ders of a woman's
doctors as a pubreproductive Jackson Purchase lic service for the
organs. Effective
MedicaI Center community

Regiiiry

-/

Fhe Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
continues its annual service of having summer swim lessons at
the Murray-Calloway County Park Pool. Classes will be offered
in four sessions: June 12 to 17, June 26 to July 1, July 10 to
15 and July 24 to 29. Times for morning classes will be 9:50
to 10:50 a.m. and 11 a.m. to noon, and for evening classes will
be 7 to 8 p.m. and 8:10 to 9:10 p.m.
Registration fees for Levels 1-7 classes will be $30 and Parent & Baby or Toddler will be 30 minute classes for $20. All
registrations for Session 1 June 17-17) will be discounted $5.
Also the Red Cross will offer a new swim class, "Guardstart: I,ifeGuarding Tomorrow, designed for youth, ages 11 to
14. It provides a foundation of aquatic and leadership knowledge, attitudes and kills; and helps youth to prepare for the
future and for successful completion of the Red Cross Lifeguard Training course.
This will be offered at a course fee of $60 which includes
materials required June 12 to 17 from 9:50 a.m. to noon and
7 to 9:10 p.m. at local park pool. Participants must be ages 11
to 14, have successfully completed a Level 3 or above Red
Cross swim class or demonstrate the required skills.
Registration for these classes will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday from May 1 to 12 at the Red Cross
office in Weaks Community Center.

Hearts In Motion today
Hearts In Motion w ill meet today (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. This is a group of people from
different churches that meets to pray for the schools. leaders, teachers and children and to get the Ten Commandments put back in
the schools. All interested persons are invited.

PIP meeting on Thursday
Parents in Partnership (PIP), support group for parents and others involved with special needs students, will meet Thursday at 7
p.m. in the main meeting room of the Calloway County Public
Library. Dr. Arlene Hall, professor of special education at Murray
State University, will speak about "Collaboration and Consultation:
Parents, Teachers and Other Professionals Working Together." The
emphasis is on effective communication for the special needs child's
team members. For more information call Val Dowdy at 753-1960
or Sandra Garfinkel at 759-4284.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
administration annex conference room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is for all parents who have experienced the loss of
a child, regardless of the age of the child. For more information
call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, hospital chaplain. at 762-1274.

North PTO and Title I plan event
North Elementary School PTO and Title 1 will host the "Celebration of Writing- at 6 p.m. on Thursday in the school cafeteria.
The evening include the premiere of North's first literary magazine, "Doodles." A brief PTO meeting will be held. Refreshments
will be served.

Magazine Club will meet
Magazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at Hickory Woods
Retirement Center with Eva Morris as hostess. At the March meeting at the home of Betty Lowry, a book review of "Where Are
the Children" by Mary Higgins Clark was given by Betty Hornsby.

LifeHouse celebration Thursday
LifeHouse Care Center of Women at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, will have a celebration of the birthday of LifeHouse, founded
in 1983, on Thursday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Gifts of diapers,
maternity clothing or office supplies would be preferred if you
wish to bring a gift. Cake and punch will be served and door
prizes will be given.

We are pleased to
We are pleased that
LeAnne Shadrick
and
Travis West
who will be married
on May 13, 2000
have chosen their
stoneware, flatware
& accessories

Casa dei Sot

have these couples
registered through our
bridal registry
Carrie Clod * Lawrence Ciodhe
Arnie Romero • Mac Deal
Chmty McTurner Ke‘m Foiling
Marts Perkins * Robbie Banks
Hulls Brandon'Chad Shoemaker

Mother-Daughter event planned
First United Methodist Church Women will have a MotherDaughter Bridal Tea on Sunday at 2:30 p.m. Tickets may be purchased through Thursday at the church office.

Blood River WMU will meet here
WMU of Blood River Baptist Association will have its quarterly meeting on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. in the fellowship hall of First
Baptist Church, South Fourth Street, Murray. Randy Wright will
speak about "Gang Activity in Western Kentucky." A salad luncheon will be served.

WAL*MART
SUPERCEIV173
1
j

1100 Chestnut St.
'53-1133

lif
Hwy 641 N *Murray

You are cordially invited to

11Celebration of Writing

VA representative at post office
A veterans field representative will be available to assist area
families and their families in filing claims for state and federal
benefits on Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the Murray Post
Office. This is a free service. Veterans should bring with them a
copy of discharge (DD214) and other documents to support their
claims.

hosted by

North Elementary's PTO and Title 1
6:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 27
at the North Cafeteria
The e‘ening will include the premiere
01 North's first literary magazine
Doodles. All of North's published
young authors will be recognized and
Will be available to sign copies of
Doodles. In addition, every student will
have a piece of writing displayed
throughout the school.

GREETINGS
If your are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND AT
753-3079

COMMUNITY
GREETING SERVICE
FORA
SPECIAL WELCOME
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
SO years!
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A GOOD EXAMPLE...CCHS student Amanda Carter, left,
explains Maria Shriver's career in journalism as classmate Jena Thomas assists.
TAKING A WALK...CCHS student Ruth Baum walks a cocker spaniel
at Westside Veterinary Service for her mentorship class.
WINNING PRIZE...Kelsey Polk of East Elementary won
the D.A.R.E. lion that Sgt. Jones used as she taught
the students ways to stay drug free.

A GOOD CAUSE...These fifth-grade students from Southwest Elementary participated in the St. Jude's Math-AThon. Adam Wilson (back row far right) won the CD player by collecting the most money,

CAREFUL WORK...Hunter Seay and Chris Baker work
on their "jungle necklaces" during a P-3 reading class
at North Elementary after reading the story "Baby Blue
Hippopotamus."

WOW! LOOK AT THIS ONE...Calloway Preschool Center
student William Feckley proudly shows off one of his
valentines.

.(44
BREAKFAST BUDDIES...Student teacher Shana Caldwell
enjoys breakfast with the students at Southwest Elementary.

SHARING ONE OF HIS FAVORITES...Hunter Seay reads his favorite Dr.
Seuss book to a group of P-3 friends at North Elementary.

ARTIST BY DAY...Sunshine Parker. Calloway
Preschool Center, shows a birds nest with
three eggs that she made while doing playdoh sculptures.

When a
Farmowners
package policy
is more than
you need...

When Was Your
Last Eye Exam?

we can offer basic
coverages for fire, lighting,
wind and hail storm.
We have policies to insure
your farm property at almost
any level you need,
whether you work the
farm or rent it to someone else.

Are your glasses out of style?
Do you need new frames?

LET US HELP!
We can proride all your eyecare needs.

EYECARE
SPECIALITIES
Dr Keutn M Adam ,

We have a farm insurance program
for any size farm.
We'll always
be ther for you
Harold "Jack- Romaine
105 N 12th St
Murray
759-10.33 or 753-0873
Licemied in KY & IN

270-759-2500
308 S. 12th St., Murray, KY
...hotter Intonate* 'n

Ho.* Offvg• IA 1

Prnwitway

nlundrne MO fell 1 I.
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CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

753-1916

$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run.40% Discount 3rd Run.
I cr, tfu,t Run 141thin A al, Pert,4
inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
column
$2.50 per

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Lithe Ad. $7110 minimum I st ddi) Ilk per *ord per da) for each additional consekuti%c
Shopping Guide) S SI emu for blind box ad.
s41 e‘ita tor Shopper i Tut, Classified.. go into

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New &I" Redo
Sewing 759-0768
FREE Pregnan,
Tests Lite House
753-0700
GARDEN tilling, bush hogging Free Estimates 4892853
LETS Go Fishing
Redworms
Nightcrawlers
Cold drinks
Rex's Worm Farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Road
Murray, KY
270-436-2189 •

PHOTOGRAPHER
270-753-1001.
NOW accepting outside
alterations.
at Corn-Austin.
060
Help Wanted
AEROBICS
INSTRUCTORS
Needed caring, dependable. honest, responsible
and CERTIFIED land and
water aerobics instructors.
Call 247-0049 between
9AM and 5PM. Monday
through Friday for appointment for interview.
AG Technician Wanted.
Must be able to work on
farm equipment. Must furnish own tools. Excellent
benefits & pay. Call 270247-4456. Mon- Fri. 8-4.
ATTN Boyd Bros has
immediate openings for
entry- level truck drivers
No experience necessary
Earn $500 to $800 per
week and get home weekly, No CDL? No problem
15 day CDL training available 1-800-242-7364
Accepting
NOW
Applications for part time
positions.
desk
front
Applicants must enjoy
working with seniors, be
able to work flexible hours,
and work well with others
Dependability, punctuality
and excellent people skills
a must. If you are looking
for a great place to work
with a fun and caring staff,
please apply at Glendale
Retirement
Place
Community, 905 Glendale
Road in Murray
Work From Home
On Your Computer
Internet Marketing
Opportunity
$500 S6000/ month
1-888-698-5060
www renuyourlife net

WANTED:
Capable and
Qualified Person
To Fill
F & I Manager
Position
Apply in person at

Help Wanted

Cempalsrs

TOOL maker/ machinist
needed. Paid vacation, holidays, 401K. Murray area.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, Ky 42071

KELLERS

POSITION
AVAILABLE

CARROLL
NISSAN

in local company

for Shipping Clerk.
Please send resume
or name, address
and phone number
to PO Box 123.
Almo, KY 42020

800 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
or
Fax 270-759-1013
or send to
P.O. Box 902
Murray, Ky. 42071
LPN
Shady Lawn has openings
for LPN- Full and part time...
Sign on bonus offered.
Apply in person. 2582
Cerulean Road, Cadiz.
EOE.
MAKE MONEY,
SAVE MONEY
Make possibly up to
$100,000. a year while
saving yourself money with
simple and easy tasks.
Please call:
1-877-401-9145 between
6:00pm and 10:00pm for
more information with no
obligation.
PART-TIME employment
Brass Lantern Restaurant.
in Aurora, Ky; Applications
now being taken for
servers, bus persons, and
kitchen workers.
Call 474-2773 this week.

position
CAREGIVER
wanted. Experienced in
caring for sick and elderly
and developmentally disabled. Honest, dependable, hardworker. Excellent
references. 436-5739.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
or
Cleaning
HOUSE
Ironing. 474-2131, leave
message.
LOVING Grandma will
babysit in my home.
Weekends available. 7590757_

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.
436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted

PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment. Beautiful console
piano. No Money down
1-800-371-1220.

150
Articles
For We

I

WitM to Buy

CASH paid for good, used SOFT-TOP kit for '89
rifles, shotguns, and pis- 4-runner. Never used, still
Benson Sporting in boxes. $400. 753-5567.
tols
12th, STRAW for sale. 1.75 bale.
Goods, 519 S
Murray.
759-4718 night 753-4582
day.
A ADVERTISING Antiques, VACUUM Cleaners, bags,
Collectibles, toys. Cash belts & hoses. Kirby suppaid. 759-3456.
plies. Jerry's Sporting
Goods in Mayfield.

While Homes For Sate

5 PERMANENT PROFESSIONAL
OFFERS

1993 MOBILE Home. Se
up on 5 acres. New
Concord area. $35,000.
obo
436-2269.
1997 16x80 Belmont. 3br,
2 bath, garden tub. Walk in
closet, built in bookcase.
$20,500. 759-8315.
131Appliances
4 lots. 120ft/200ft. 1997
home,
mobile
16x70
REFRIGERATOR.
garage, & other out buildWhite w/icemaker. 18 cuft. ings. Coleman RE 759Excellent inside and out. 4118. Also 12x65 rent to
$329. 753-6882 leave own.
message.
93 Ardmore 14x70. 2Br., 1
Large Selection
bath. Extra nice. Must be
moved. $12.500. 7536900.
98 Bank repo mobile home
located in local park. SetOn the tiriilart.
up and ready to move in.
753-1713
Easy financing.
Call Conseco
180
Ext. 774.
800-554-8717
Lawn & Garden

BOAT/MOTOR-eARTS/SERVICE MANAGER
with knowledge of Evinrude & Mercury
Outboards.()MC. Volvo Penta & MerCruiser Stern
Drives - Computer skills associated with pans
ordering and ins entory. warranty work. etc. Work 51/2 days a week. Monday through Saturday at noon.
seasonally • March I through first week of
November. Retiree's welcome. Send resume or
bring to SPORTSMAN'S BOAT WORKS,12800
US HWY 68 E. Benton. KY 42025 on Hwy.68 at
Jonathan Creek. adjacent to Sponsman's Anchor
Resort and Marina.

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

SELLING Riding mowers
Also buying riders needing
work 436-2867
GARDENS
Tractor tilled & bush
hogging. Jimmy Edwards
435-4465
LAWN Mowing
759-1601

11FT J.D Disc. 10 and 12f1
Brillion Cultimulcher. Used
metal post. 300bu. Gravity
wagon. 492-8790 after
6p m.
6' finish mower. Like new.
$700.00 436-5494_

UOUBLEWIDE 2 large
lots, large metal building.
12ft. high sliding doors,
plus more. 1 mile from
lake. 762-0032, 753-9961.
MURRAY. Ky. area. Mobile
home, 4" drilled well on 3
lots. Lake view and access
Lake.
to
Kentucky
$15.900. 630-553-5256.
Model
2000
NEW
Doublewides. Located on
approximately 1 acre lots
and
Murray
between
Benton, KY. Your choice
3br, 2 baths or 4br, 2 baths.
Permanent foundation with
porches and decks. Ready
to move in. Call Keith
Baker Homes. 1-800-5333568 For an appointment.

Muskat
FOR all your recording
needs. Sunray Recording
Studio. Now open by
appointment only.
For information
\436-5362 or 435-4619.
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray.
Guitars. Amps, Strings,
Picks, etc. Hours:
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fn.
12pm-'4pm Sat.

1/2 acre $100/mo. 7536012
LOT For Rent 753-9866
LOTS For rent
Toskana Place
753-9270
ONE lot on Murray
Paris Road. 2 lots on 641.
492-8488

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958

Wiggins Furniture
miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

2

Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

7.4,•

Opening Sat., April 8th
THE CARD MERCHANT

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

FL• wER

Taking applications for cooks, counter
help and car hops for all shifts.

POTTS'

524 S. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071

Apply in person. no phone calls please.

270-753-6980
Non-Sports Cards • Magic The Gathering
Pokemon • Star Wars • Comics
HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 2 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. by Appointment

Sonic of Murray

We Tote The Note .‘uto Sales
•vir,• I ni,k,• I;um,• Ikmi% es•'11.%
'oily,•jcwicir%
(
Strivir,• ‘Its,icAl I,itigiimivitt •
Stamp.• flam-ball Card.• ‘niigter.
4(11,11''Ili,
• N11,
VS Year Anniversary
713 S. 12th si. \II RR ‘1', kl 42071

753-7113

Mr in

tieekdays 2-6 p.m. - Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

1107 Potts Road
of His'v. 121 between Stella and Cold4 fa/ /

489-2756

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVER TRAINING

Metal Roofing

Week Programs
•Day or Evening Classes
•Job Placement Assistance
490 awls

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
••CA$11 IN A FLOW
Loam On Anything Of Value

Bedding Plants, Trailing Petunias,
Geraniums, Hanging Baskets,
Perennial Flowers & Tomato Plants

217 S 12th St
_J
.,]

.4

CALL NOW!888-722-1919

West Kentucky
Technical College
Tuition Reimbursement Available • Train in Mayfield K
EdUC1111/0/,and E ^ . , -

Office Space

RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

1-800-909-9064

Rooms For Rent
LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home. Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath. w/d, cable tv. Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry. $190. plus deposit
of $125. Utilities included.
753-9211.

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
Murray's 1st Enterpr.se Zone
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
•Nett
iiiiItirk tenn..il heal A..1111
oSpirtnkler

stem

•Sluted .areas Are lice Ilk I WI I
Kitt:know. Bre.ikroom.
Conk:fence Rooni
,ilfse 01 IJX in.Khise

12200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available
Must See To Appre,
Aealiabie For Viewing 415 S

4th

Mon -Fri 900-4 30• Cali For Information 759-06 I
WE A.- c-

1

5

1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray. KY 42071
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

PIANO For Sale: SpineV
Console. Take on smal
payment. Zero down with
good credit. See locally.
Call (800)346-1775.

ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.
CASH for toys. GI JOE
and Transformers.
Old & new. 753-7185.

260
2 electric typewritersMobile Home Lots For Sale
$25.00. 1-needs small
work done on it 1-1 don't
know. You pick up Call 1/2- 1 Acre lot with water &
759-9215 after 6PM.
septic Owner financing
CARDIOSLIDE. Call
maybe available
759-0757
759-2599.
DRINK machine Vends
cans. $350. 247-1836

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

5

III Cement Boards
IN Grouts IN Mortars

320
Apartments For Rent

Business Rental

Due to company promotions 5 openings
exist now for
REALTORS NEEDED
in
interested
be
you
Would
Sportsminded
a career in Real Estate?
person in the local branch of a large organization If
Call A-Plus Realty
selected, you will be given 3 weeks expense paid
753-3100.
classroom training We provide complete company
Qualified
SEEKING
benefits Major medical dental 301k savings plan.
Candidates for the followGuaranteed income to start $5 200,first 13 wks All
ing: Service technicianpromotions are based on merit not seniority.
For confidential interview/appt.
Must be experienced in
Call today & tomorrow
diagnosis, repair of resi8.30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
dential. commercial equipCall 270-753-5986
have KY
ment and
Ask for Mrs. tile
Journeyman and EPA
E.O.E.
sheet
Certification. HVAC
metaU ductwork installers
for residential and comLi]: -;• -;'E'Jg
LP
mercial application. Paid BP
'a
Holidays and vacation, 'a ROUTE DELIVERY
reimbursernent
training
DRIVERS
and other benefits. 759§
CAREER into HIGH
your
Shift
2288.
§
with PYAIMONARCH,INC.
GEAR
SIGN On Bonus- RN
Shady Lawn has openings
If you're career-minded, see why
for full or part time RN
PY.AJMONARCH,INC. is
5
charge nurse position. Sign
the "Career of Choice."
'a
on bonus of $1,000.
"Avg. pay of $15.88/hr.
offered. Apply in person
$1000 Sign-on bonus
2582 Cerulean Road,
--• Medical/Dental/Life Insurance
Cadiz. E.O.E.
--• Short-Term Disability
SIRLOIN Stockade now
-• 401K Retirement Program
hiring daytime & nighttime
Sara Lee Stock Purchase Program
dishwashers. Also Hot Bar
•-• 1 wk. paid vacation after 6 mth.6.
-'s More Benefits available
attendant. Apply in person.
For First Consideration.
M-F Bel-air Shopping g
i
Please call 800-627-8303 ext. 7274
Center.
M
for an appointment.
IMMEDIATE Opening for
waitress/
experienced
A Sara Lee Company • EOE MIF
G4
C•
counter person. Apply at op
LIP
r.13
c.Pcnr.IMPLIW.13
410
&
Cakes.
Pam's Deli
Main St., Murray

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

"
Just Say"Charge It

060

020

Ad Deadlines
Publish
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

A

B

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
1 OR 2br apts. near down- MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
town Murray starting at St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apt available, all appliNOW available
ances furnished. Mur-Cal 1 room studio, just off camRealty. 753-4444.
pus. New carpet, remod1BR Duplex near down- eled. Coleman RE 759town and Hospital. 753- 4118.
2853, leave message.
QUIET Area 1br, 1 bath.
C/gas heat & air. All appli1BR Upstairs Apt.
included.. 1 year
ances
campus
Acrossfrom
lease, 1 month deposit. No
No pets
pets. Call 753-2905.
Call 753-5980
Section 8 Properly now
applications for
accepting
1BR., $200-$225. Various
locations. Coleman RE 1, 2 & 38R. apartments.
Please call 753-8221.
759-4118.
EHO.
1BR., like new,dishwasher
Very nice
SPACIOUS,
W/D. Diuguid Dr.
duplex. 2br, 2 full baths,
Coleman RE 759-4118
on
Located
garage.
2BR Apt. near campus, no
Michelle Dnve. Just North
753pets. Days: 753-5980.
of town, behind Cain's. All
1203 after 5pm.
included.
appliances
2BR, W/D hook- up
Washer/ dryer, dishwasher,
Carport No pets $345
garbage disposal. All the
753-6931
extras. Lease/ deposit
2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal required. Call after 5p.m.
767-0912.
Realty 753-4444
2BR duplex. Central H/A, VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
good location, appliances. with garage. All appliances
included with w/d 1yr.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
lease. 1 month deposit. No
2BR.. near MSU, central
753-2905.
H/A, Washer/ dryer fur- pets.
nished, furniture optional.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
MB

For Rent

2BR., newly remodeled,
very nice, central H/A, near
MSU. $300. No pets.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
3BR, 2 bath Condoplex. All
appliances, water & sewer
included. Available to rent
May 1, 2000. Call 7530834 or 759-9835.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now. Coleman
RE. 759-4118

Fit Rad
1007 Main St.
2br., 1 bath, washer/dryer
hook up, no appliances.
$325/month-deposit
required. PH. 527-2664
Benton , Ky.
2 (3br) Houses. Gas heat,
consider rent to own.
753-4109.
2 bedroom, gas heat, air
conditioned, carport, storage shed, washer, dryer.
$400 a month NO PETS
Lease & deposit required
753-7920
2-38R, 1 & 1/2 baths.
Appliances furnished. No.
pets. Deposit & lease
required. 753-4181 or
489-2181.
2BR Plus upstairs. Some
appliances available. $400/
month. 753-8981. No pets.
?BR, water & appliances
Deposit
included
$425/mo 257 Tobacco Rd
753-1159
3BR., 1 full bath (2) 1/2
baths. 208 S. 12th St. 7533415 or 753-7123.
38R . 2 bath house w/
C/H/A. Carport & large
yard. $450/mo. + deposit.
Call after 5PM 753-3078.
4BR House for rent. 21/2
baths. With C/H/A. 1705
Miller. Owner on Premises
9am- 4p.m Call 210-7847
(local).
HOUSE for rent in town.
$350.00 per month plus
deposit. Phone 753-5109.
NICE 3br, 2 bath house
C/H/A, carport, 2 car
detached garage or workshop on 5 acres 6 miles
north of Murray. $650/mo.
753-6855
STUDENTS, Excellent 3br,
2 bath house. Close to
campus. Available 4-1. Call
Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

AVAILABLE immediately
152 bedroom apts. Also 1
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
bedroom handicap acces-Central Heat and Air
sible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
Accepting Applications
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984.
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Equal Housing
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Opportunity
EXTRA Nice 2br, 11/2 bath
townhouse. All appliances
included. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905.
, 2 bath,
EXTRA nice 2Br,
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVA77ONS!
garage, triplex. all appliSAT_ MAY 6TH AT 1:00 P. NI_
W/D
included.
ances
Mr 8. Mrs. Raymond Kaler
hookup. 1 year lease, 1
1 13219/ Stallies Ft1131 la it IEW 1 3332
month deposit, no pets
2-.M.WU urn wirli•II ice, 0411C "br
759-5238.
From Lynnville Take Hwy 94 West .5 Mile
View
FORREST
To Hwy 1382 "Rhodes Chapel Road"
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
Proceed South 1.2 Miles..Signs Posted!!
St., now accepting applica13 Miles S Of Mayheid, KY- 15 Miles SW Of Murray, KY
tions for 2br townhouses
21 Miles NE Of Futton,NY • 22 Miles N Of Dresden, TN
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F
A SE Graves County KY Farm
Call 753-1970. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 2br., duplex in private area. New carpet, utilIn 11 Tracts & Combinations
ity room. Central gas H/A
Lush Green Settings!!
No pets. Lease plus
Barns - Farmland- Pasture
deposit. $450/mo. 7591087.
Ponds - Trees - Wildlife
Homesites - Mini Tracts
MAKE University Heights
Apts. your home. Now
-TR^fC -1l- ^IC ME.1%6E
Available" 1 & 2br rental
Five - 4 Acre Tracts
assisted apts. These apts.
5 Acre Tract • 6 Acre Tract • 8 Acre Tract
Two - 20 Acre Tracts
are for families, disabled,
handicapped, senior citiGreat Hunting -Woodsland
zens, wheel chair accessiDeer - Wile Turkey
ble. For more info call
4.596 Acres With 3 Bedroom Home
270-759-2282. Mon, Wed
Gas Pack Central Meat a Air
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734
g - Trees & Much Morel
Outbuildin
Campbell Street. For
Call James R. Cash Auction 8. Real Estate
hearing impaired only call
To Make An Appointment To ViOW This Hornell
Equal
1-800-648-6056.
Nary Any individual Tract,
Housing Opportunity.
Combinations Of Tracts Or Me Entire Properly!
NEW 1 br apt. University
15% Down, With A Minimum Deposit Of
Heights. Stove, refrigera$3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!
tor, dishwasher, w/d $325.
Drive Out And Take A Look At This Oust!
Deposit, no pets
753-4937 M-F, 8-5.

FfirgHTMErdrigiiireEstrgilat_i

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

100 ACRES

ONE bedroom furnished
apt Low utilities, refer•
ences required. No petc
$225/mo. 753-3949

S R. CASH
JAME
I REAL ESTATE BROKER
--...-.:..,:-:k.EER
6
R C FANCY FARM. KYJ
270423446

THE SELLING MACHINE
Cali Fee Irecksre • Werbsife

*IC
R

www.larneercesk COM

•

190

Used On

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
AD Size Units
Available

753-3853

. 3 or 4 br, older home in
town with 2 baths, C/H/A
with gas heat and one car
garage $46,000 759-4718
night 7532-4582 day
3BR 112 Bath Sun room
Extra lot $73,000
759-1719

C-STORAGE

3BR, 2 bath bnck home
10x15 storage units, 4th St
Almost new, cathedral ceil& Sycamore E Next to
ings White kitchen 2 car
Cunningham Auto Repair
garage $91,200
753-3571
753-6038
CREEKVIEW STORAGE3BR Good Condition
$20-$40 On Center Drive
Appliances
included
Behind Tom's Grille
$73,000 813 N 18th St
759-4081
Call to see 759-8578
storage
NORTHWOOD
3BR , 1 bath Syr old home
presently has units availon 1 5 acres Has 16x16
able 753-2905 or 753- outbuilding
C/H/A 6 5
7536
miles from town For more
information 767-9461
EXCELLENT Rental property Large house with 3brs
on main floor 1br apt in
basement Large lot with 3
car garage Plenty room for
parking in back of house
119 Main • 753-6266
Walk to MSU Currently
renting for $900 mo,
potential for more After
Sp.m call 759-2174
DOG obedience classes or FOR Sale By Owner. Brick
private Serving Murray 17 3br, 2 bath house. CIA &
gas heat City water on 1
years 436-2858
acre lot. Located approx. 4
miles from Murray in the
&Supplies
Southwest School District
Road.
11YR old gray mare at 684 Crossland
barn and additional
Needs experienced rider. Stock
acreage are available. Call
901-232-6165
753-8151.

'92 Olds Achieva tor sale
miles
Good
77,xxx
condition
mechanical
Extra clean 489-2797
WHITE 1997 Chevrolet
Cavalier Z24 Fully loaded
CD sunroof 42,xxx miles
Must sell 1 -owner 7594891 leave message

EASTSIDE
EQ9
3

STORAGE

vans

2390 sqft
3br., 2 bath concrete
driveway. 30x40 shop outbuilding, 17 acres w/pond
492-6222

Usad Cara
1972 Corvette. Fine condi
ion .$18,000 Extra motor
$4,500. Call 753-4131.

1990 Chevy Silverado
1500 Goose neck hook
automatic
up
350
$480000 OBO
767-0101 day
753-1036 night
1998 S-10 27,xxx miles
$10,000 obo Must sell
767-0556
1999 Dodge LWB, SLT
Larmie,
9,xxx
miles.
Garage kept New truck_
1212 Dogwood Dr 7593569
2000 FORD XLT, F-150
26,xxx miles Loaded
753-2041 before 9p m

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal & tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings.
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Workmanship
Quality
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

$137,500.

753-1890
Global Mortgage Link
THE AMERICAN DREAM (Home Ownership)
Conforming & Non-Conforming Loans
•Zero Down - Great rates

•3% & 5% Down
•10% & 20% Down Etc.
•Investment Property
(Duplex - 4 Plex)
•Refi & Refi Cash Out
•Home Equity, 2nd Mort. Refi up to 125%
•Many Other Loan Programs
Refer to Ad *21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.
753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

DAVID'S HOME
IMPROVEMENT
*Replace rotten or water
damaged floors
*Install braces &
floor
joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water
and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers
Plus... all other home
improvements
David
Gallimore, Owner. Free
Estimates. 901-247-5422.
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645
DECKS, Roofing vinyl siding Quality work Free estimates Over 25 years
experience
Gerald
Walters
753-2592

ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling, or Just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding firewood Insured
489-2839

MITCHELL Brothers
Paving
Industrial. commercial &
residential Seal coating &
excavating
753-1537
435-4628
492-6141
PAINTING- Pay less for
more Call Dan 753-9618
PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing Mowing &
Landscaping Ask for
Jason 753-5904
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roofs Free estimates
270-437-4559
ROOF LEAKING"
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
RUDOLPH'S Lawn Care
Mowing,
Trimming,
Landscaping
Etc
Experienced
and
Dependable
'FREE ESTIMATES"
753-9095

AFFORDABLE Lawn Care
Free Estimates
753-4381
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling* Repairs*
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272

ALL

Carpentry,

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands. Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

Landscape
Lawncare

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb•

Uta-NS.E12_&INSLIRED

He.14,:r

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Neither you nor anyone else
can see the forest for the trees. Laugh and
stay calm. You will be far more pleased
with the results. A friend goes out of his
way for you. Attend an important meeting; good news follows. Tonight: Be
careful with spending.
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
*** You might not be sure what works
best for you. Bosses confuse you, but
certainly not intentionally. Others have a
difficult time as well. Brainstorm, write
down "to-dos." You could easily forget
your ideas. Tonight: Escape work as
quickly as possible.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Plans change radically. but
don't let that concern you They could
change yet again! Write down messages;
take notes more frequently. Brainstorm
and share ideas with others. Process a
strong reaction. Tonight: Get into a
favorite fun game.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Another means well, but he ultimately muddles things even more You

finances - you could pay dearly for an
error. Tonight: Where others are.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
*** Others confuse situations more
than usual. Trying to achieve clanty
could be frustrating Deal with authority
to conCUSTOM bulldozing & figures Worry less about coming laissezA
decisions
backhoe work, septic sys- clusions or making
Defer
tems 354-8161 after 4pm. fake attitude works hest Tonight
to
another
Horace Sholar

408

Me ‘s.

MOW,MOW,MOW...

M.S. Construction

13c.cclivi Crcclt LAwri (Arc

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

It's that time of year again. If you need
experienced, dependable. courteous lawn
care call.

.....iir ,David Bailey 436-5085

aggro
1,,

Professional Work
Free Estimates

or 753-1040
THANK YOU

489-6125

Over 10 Years In Business

David's Cleaning
Services

Serving The Area
For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING
CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwooc
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE BY CERTIFIED STAFF

We Specialize in (leaning *Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile !tomes
• Brick • All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

ME SMITH CARPET

Phone 12701759-4734

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

Paul's Pools
-Above Ground Pools
'Weekly Maintenance

'99.95

-Installation
'Service

Dish Network
het idled hi

'ii sill How'

14 years I
experience.

(270)489-6087

-

David's Home Improvement

753-0530
FREE to PHIMESTAR
Customers!!

d sh

uutipkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
•HOUSES
*FARM FACILITIES
*DECK 8, PATIO RESEALING
'
DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
1401 Garland Cf.
Murray, KY

901-247-5422

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

Best Pnces On Pagers &Cell Phones
t• on, -t's . 11, Al
nev. loc:it 1
-108 N. 12th St.

Call Paul Smith

Scott Lampkins

(270) 767-0062

Diabetic Patients!

HOROSCOPES

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

,

Pau I Lam b

(270) 489-2070
Cell (270) 210-0059

April 26, 2000:
You often act in inspired ways. Listen,
and share ideas. Your goals and personal
needs could easily be at cross-purposes
with your professional life. Juggling
them will take talent and inner confidence. Your career undergoes some
unprecedented changes. A wish could
easily become a reality, but in an odd
way. If you are single, you could meet
someone at work who lights your fire. Be
careful about mixing business and pleasure, though. Be as discreet as possible If
attached, work demands attention. Let a
partner know more about and share more
of your professional life. AQUARIUS
could be vague, yet full of ideas.

futl

I rc c I

Ci.anur Scr

Irre it SI:,

Free Estimates

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

ret 1.,t1111.41e

24 Hr Nrri it r

• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
• Install braces & floor Joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors
• Replace or repair water and drain lines
• Install moisture barriers
P/us...all other home improvements

DOWN TO THE
BARE
KNUCKLES
Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

; Lamb Brothers
-3' Tree Service

Cross Country Or Local

Fencing
Decks

ART WORK
Hand Painted wall borders,
ceiling medallions, furniture & more. 15yrs experience. Cheryl Homer. Pans,
TN 901-644-1855 6-gam
& 6-9pm.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system
drive-ways hauling, foundations etc 436-2113
know what is important to you Don't let
BRYON'S Lawn Service yourself be thrown off Stay centered on
your goals. Use extreme caution with
Free estimates 759-0276
CONCRETE Finishing
*Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates
435-4619

r77,77=t
=Moving=

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters. gutter supplies gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278

AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work. cleaning out
sheds, gutters. etc
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
436-2867.

FOR SALE

3 bedroom, 1.5 bath, large living room,
dining room, full attic, full basement,
kitchen has white custom cabinets with
Surell tops, tile floors in kitchen and bath.
Screened in front porch, hardwood floors
throughout, built in entertainment cabinet,
plenty of storage, completely redone over
the last 4 years, moving must sell - asking

D&D ROOFING

Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613

i'lice•ofted

Offered

1986 Mercedes
Benz Electrical. Home building,
remodeling.
300E. Loaded, very good additions,
3 BR - 2 BA
car! 125,xxx $6,500 753- Rotten floors, sagging
Central HVAC
roofs. Home & Mobile
4260
903 Southwood Dr.
vinyl
siding.
1993 Dodge Shadow. repair,
Low Down Payment
References Call Larry
$2500 436-5501
Nimmo.
270-759-1610
1993 Ford Escort. Auto,
753-9372, 753-0353.
4dr.. air, $3800. 559-6051.
Including
ANTENNAS
3BR., C/H/A. gas logs, new 1997
Pontiac Grand Prix RV's, TV Towers,
rotors,
574.500. 759kitchen
GT, 4dr, red, CD player,
amplifiers, and acces9305.
tinted windows, 70,xxx
sories
3YR. Old Home for sale in miles. Nice car. $14,000.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Cambridge Subdivision. 753-1717 Ext. 466 or after
Satellite Systems, Sales,
3br. 2 bath. C/H/A. 500 753-3716.
Service and Installation
Ventless gas fireplace, 2
92 Nissan Maxima, Red.
Beasley's Antenna
car garage. large deck
107,xxx plus miles. $6,995.
& Satellite,
Nice yard & location. For
753-4445.
N. 4th St, Murray, KY
500
753-3440.
appointment call
502-759-0901.

1321 OLIVE BLVD.

COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592

GET your tiller or lawnmower ready
Call Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair Pick
1995 DODGE Caravan 1 up and delivery
owner. low miles White, 753-9814
LAMB Brothers Moving
extra nice Call 759-5238
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1988 SUBURBAN 3/4 ton
1-877-902-5262
Good condition 753-4656

'89 Ford diesel F250 duly
Turbo charger Splitter
trans
6.9 motor A/C
gooseneck hitch $6500
112 ACRE Lot 7 miles
435-4066
North of Murray 753-1967
95 Chevy Cheyenne 350
MURRAY Estates
w/5 speed trans $9500 00
city
limits
Lots for sale,
REDUCED!
767-0101 days 753-1036
Underground utilities
1210 Melrose. 1100sq. ft. night
270-435-4487.
4br, 1 & 11/2 baths. Fenced
1-888-673-0040
in backyard. $60.900.
Appliances included. 270534-1006.
1987 19ft Stratus F&S 150
Yamaha All the extras
20 ACRE Farm. 3br Brick.
garage kept Sharp & perStock & tobacco barn,
Al?.
IL
fect 1212 Dogwood Dr.
tobacco base. 5 miles
South of Tn-City on Hwy 1984 HARLEY Davidson 759-3569
97. In Graves County. Call XFE. Super Glide. Black, 1988 40hp Yamaha, steering. new rebuild. nice
270-759-4998.
perfect condition $8500.
$1700
with control box
firm Call 435-4237 after
753-4186.
ACM"
6p.m
12..5 acres, woods, creek.
$12.500. 759-2316
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for priIIIIart
vate showing today. 753- [
2905
Grand
JEEP
for 1993
property
SELL
Cherokee 4x4 ' White,
$3500.00 767-0277
104,xxx miles $8400 753460
2278
Komi For Sale
1996 Chevy S-10 Blazer
LS 4DR , 4x4, 56.000
1520 CANTERBURY. Very miles $13,500 After 5PM
nice. large 2 story. 4br. 753-1580
Price reduced. Immediate
1997 Ford Explorer XLT
possession.
4x4, 4dr., duel PS, PW, pri436-5922.
vacy glass. Am/Fm cas2210 Gatesborough
sette CD. 25,xxx miles.
3br., 2 bath, living room, Bumper to bumper factory
family room, large kitchen, warranty to 2003 and or
sun porch. 2400 square 100,xxx miles. Call 759feet. fireplace new stove, 9923 days
759-9630
dishwasher, furnace, coun- evenings & weekends.
carpet.
and
tertops,
91 FI:ird Explorer. 4x4
by
$105.000. Shown
134,xxx miles. 753-4445
appointment. 753-0323.

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

1993 Chevy Astro EXT
V-6 Good tires 122.xxx
miles $6800 492-8956

NEW Home
Southwest Villa 3br., 3
bath, 3800 sq ft Gas heat,
fireplace, large game
room, Jacuzzi $153,000
753-5024

89 Yamaha Virago. 750cc
9,300 miles. Excellent condition. windshield, leather
$1995 00
saddlebags.
753-2084
92 Kawasaki Ninia 600R
w/ 1,629 miles $2500 7534445
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VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
** Your nerves could be fried.
Schedule a day off soon to recycle.
Understand where another is coming
from. Take a step back. Connecting with
another at a distance becomes a major
task. Laugh rather than fret. Tonight:
Work through stress at the gym.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
*** Taking nsks can cause an unforeseen problem. A partner or associate
plays devil's advocate. You don't see a
situation clearly. Take your time. don't
feel pressured to make a decision. Write
down ideas. Make a to-do list. Tonight
Join a friend for a midweek break.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Tension builds. Others don't make it
easy for you. Your sense of humor comes
Out with a family member. Don't get too
enmeshed in a problem. Others try to
help, but they are unsuccessful. Let
bygones be bygones. Tonight: Cocoon at
home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** What you think you say and what
another hears are totally different. No
one person is the problem. Chaos reigns,
especially at work and in daily matters.
Getting your work completed takes talent
and endurance. Tonight: Join friends for
munchies.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
** Be especially cautious with financial matters. Another might think he is
giving you sound information, but somehow a fact or two might not be correct_
Avoid risks nght now, even for a loved
one. Stay solid and anchored. Tonight:
Spend little.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You see events, conversations and
people differently than others see them.
Thinking is hazy, and some of this haziness is projected onto you. Stay secure in
a personal matter, even though all signs
don't look positive presently. Tonight.
Whatever makes you happy.
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
** You might be hearing all the words,
but you might be interpreting them differently than they were intended
Understand exactly what another means
or wants by reiterating his statements.
Your instincts and feelings could be right
on. but don't act on them yet. Tonight
Curl up with a good book.

If you have Medicare or Private Insurance,
You may be eligible to receive your:

Diabetic supplies at
NO Cost To You!
For more information call
Diabetic Supply Program

Toll Free
1-888-466-2678
(no HMO • atients. )least')
TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916

ito THE 11E4,,

1.

Preventative Maintenance
AIR CONDITIONING
TUNE-UP
S6900*
WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS
we WM- •Check your refrigerant
•Check electrical connections
•Wash condenser coils
•Check bearings
•Oil motors
•Clean & inspect drains & drain pans
•Check thermostat
•Replace disposable filter
r

BORN TODAY
Actress Carol Burnett (1936), TV journalist Boyd Matson (1947), musician
Gary Wright (1943)

with our

k
1" tiN,•
,
c to%
',),JudeS Cleoninq ri 1,11
toed ocklborwil ()fro. 41( tr v i fr, 4,11 IONVTICV •

RANDY THORNTON

•••

Co.,

SUBSCRIBE
!od thru 630 00

753-8181
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have pulmonary fibrosis that my doctor
believes may be related to inhaling
hair spray in my previous job as a
beautician. Do you agree?
DEAR READER: The potential
problems from inhaling hair spray
seem to be of considerable concern to
many readers; every week I receive
inquiries about this subject. However,
to my knowledge, no reputable scientific reports have identified consistent
lung abnormalities in people exposed
to aerosolized hair spray. Therefore,
while in theory such a compound
could cause pulmonary disease, I cannot give you substantive evidence that
this is so.
Pulmonary fibrosis is a chronic ailment marked by extensive scar formation in lung tissue; it is usually
associated with emphysema and difficulty breathing. The disease takes
years to develop and has a proven
association with air pollution caused
by tobacco smoke, smog and industrial pollutants such as are present in
coal mining and other dusty occupations. I am not aware that hair stylists
have a higher incidence of fibrosis
than do other workers. Nonetheless, I
am reluctant to disagree with your
physician, who is the person most
familiar with your case.
From the standpoint of therapy, the
cause of your lung disease is immaterial. You will still need aggressive
treatment for pulmonary infections
and bronchial spasm — as well as the
use of supplemental oxygen if your
lung function has severely deteriorated. Because pulmonary fibrosis is
such a serious and debilitating disease, your doctor may properly
choose to refer you to a pulmonary
specialist for specific advice. To give
you related information, I am sending
you a copy of my Health Report
-Living with Chronic Lung Disease."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I know a child
who was deprived of oxygen at the age
of 6 months. Could this cause health
consequences? At what age would
related problems appear?
DEAR READER: The answer to
your question depends on how long

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
the child suffered oxygen deprivation
and to what extent. As you know,complete loss of oxygen causes brain
damage after about three minutes.
However, nerve tissue can often adapt
spectacularly to short-term oxygen
debt — and children seem to be especially resistant to this type of trauma.
Moreover, even extended periods of
oxygen deprivation may not cause
brain damage, depending on the circumstances. For example; there are
numerous reports of drowned children who were pulled from cold water
after extended immersion and were
revived without serious consequences. The cold temperature and
the constituents of the water (salt or
fresh) appear to play a crucial role in
allowing the brain to survive such
trauma. As a general rule, hypothermia (and salt water) cause alterations
in the blood circulation to the brain
which result in a protective effect that
is not present in cases of room-temperature asphyxiation.
After oxygen depletion, patients
ordinarily show immediate malfunction of the nervous system, including
weakness, seizures or unconsciousness. Fortunately, with time, the disability may improve. Such patients
may return fully to normal within a
matter of days.
Of course, loss of higher cognitive
abilities, such as judgment, memory
and intelligence may not become evident in children until they are older.
In otherwise normal children under
the age of 2, short-term oxygen depletion may have caused no permanent
health problems whatsoever.
C 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

DR. GOTT

act upon it. Every retirement home,
church and synagogue library
should keep a copy available to loan
out to its members. Preplanning
(but not prepayment!) for funeral
needs, based on the sort of information Ms. Mitford presents, is something every American family should
do as soon as possible.
JOHN B. GABEL,DUBLIN,OHIO

Tea years ago
Marion Hale of Fisher Price and
LTC lames T. Vaughan, chairman
of department of military science at
Murray State University were
named as secretary of the year and
boss of the year respectively by the
Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International at its banquet.
Four Murray State University
Alumni will receive the 1990 Distinguished Alumnus awards by the
MSU Alumni Association on April
28. They are Jackie Hays, Dr. Patrick Brown, Dr. Henry Earl Jones
and Carl Mays.
Twenty years ago
Dr. E.M. Coffman, chairman of
the department of history at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison,
will speak April 26 when the Forrest C. Pogue Special Collections
Library is dedicated at Murray
State University. M.C. Garrott in
his column, "Garrott's Galley."
writes about the dedication and
renovation of the library building,
completed here in 1930.
Fire destroyed the Lil Vegas
Game Room on the south side of
the Murray courtsquare this morning about 1:42.
Published is a picture of Bill
Boyd preparing a special fondue
recipe at a meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray
*5*
Woman's Club.
For everything you need to know
Thirty years ago
to
about wedding planning, order "How
Dr. Harry Sparks, professor at
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send •[nisi.
ness-sized, self-addreased envelope, plus
Murray State University, was
in
check or money order for $3.88 44.50
named as 1969 "Man of the Year"
Canada)to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
by Murray Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Bo: 447, Mount Morris, IL 610540447.(Postage is included.)
at its annual banquet at MSU Stu-

dent Union building. The keynote
address was by Damon W. Harrison, director of research and planning, Kentucky Department of
Commerce.
Mrs. Albert Crider, Mrs. O.C.
Wells, Mrs. David Henry, Mrs.
Dwight Crisp and Mrs. Tommy
Lavendar were new officers of the
Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
An In-Service School was conducted by the Kentucky Police Officers Association here April 19-21.
Murray Police Chief Charlie Man
said "the instruction on laws was
very informational and a help to the
local officers."
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Preston Stubblefield and five children,
located on New Concord Road, was
destroyed by fire the night of April
21. The fire was caused by a lightning strike.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. R.G. Snell Jr., April
23.
Fifty years ago
Elected as new officers of Murray High School Unit of ParentTeacher Association were Mrs.
Vernon Anderson, Miss Lottye
Suiter, Mrs. W.H. Brooks, Mrs.
Ralph Ray and Mrs. Yandall
Wrather.
"Mrs. Laura Jones of West Main
Street has completed a quilt of the
United States showing the complete
outlines and names of the each of
the states. She is over 90 years of
age," from column,"Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C. Williams, general manager.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

DEAR ABBY: This May, my
grandmother, Elizabeth Eichelbaum, will receive her Ph.D. M art
therapy from the University of Tennessee. At graduation, she will be
90 years old!
Abby,she received her bachelor's
degree at age 69 and her master's at
age 81. She has been attending
classes the last two years in spite of
macular degeneration (she is nearly
DEAR JOHN: When Jessica
blind).
book,"The American
Mitford's
Grandmother was separated
from her mother when she was a Way of Death," was first printed
small child in Russia. She lived in in 1963, it was a bombshell —
the czar's palace during the Russian and remained on the best-seller
Revolution, but eventually came to list for a year. Before it was
America. Some time after coming to printed, many grieving families
this country, she was reunited with would plunge themselves into
debt to pay for lavish funerals
her mother.
could ill afford because
they
extremely
is
family
entire
Our
felt that the amount of
they
proud of her accomplishment, and
she is an inspiration to all who mpney that was spent on their
know her. If you print this letter, it final farewell was an indication
may inspire others to continue their of how much they loved the
education no matter what stum- deceased. How absurd!
After that book was pubbling blocks may be in the way.
ENNIS J. EICHELBAUM, lished, Americans realized they
PLANO,TEXAS could pay tribute to their
loved ones and bury them with
DEAR DENNIS: Your grand- low-cost, dignified funerals
mother is an amazing woman, without experiencing guilt or
and I admire her determina- embarrassment.
Readers looking for a simple
tion. My heartfelt congratulainexpensive funeral should
and
inspiring
her
tions to her for
accomplishment. Readers, Eliz- write to the Funeral Consumabeth has proved it can be er's Alliance,P.O. Box 10, Hinesdone, so what's stopping you? burg, VT 05461. The alliance has
Go back to school if that is your been a reliable resource for
many years, and I'm pleased to
dream.
recommend them.
***

DEAR ABBY: Would you be willing to inform your readers of the
publication of a book of importance
to every one of us — Jessica Mitford's "The American Way of Death
Revisited"? This book, a revised edition of a 1963 version, does a tremendous service in informing
Americans about the wretched
excesses of the funeral industry,
into whose hands we all must ultimately fall. It describes in detail the
means employed by that industry to
separate us from our money just at
a point when, through the sorrow
and confusion attendant upon a

An Obligatory Non-Finesse
dropping West's singleton king!
Declarer then returned to
dummy with a diamond to try the
club finesse. When East turned up
with the king, the slam was home,
and North-South were 1,570 points
richer, including 700 for winning
the rubber.
The question that arises is
why South played the diamonds as
he did. Normally, the proper play
with this combination would be to
finesse for the king. This offers a
far better chance of succeeding,
since with three cards missing,the
king will be offside singleton only
13 percent of the time.
However,South recognized that
he was not dealing with ordinary
circumstances. In order for the
slam to succeed, East had to have
the king of clubs. East's pre-emptive three-bid and West's lead had
marked East with a long spade suit
headed by the A-Q. If East was
credited with the king of clubs,
then he could not also hold the king
of diamonds,since that would give
him an opening one-spade bid.
If the slam was to succeed,
therefore, West had to have precisely the singleton king of diamonds. South proceeded accordingly and was duly rewarded by
Lady Luck for his effort.

East dealer.
death in the family, we are least North-South vulnerable.
.kiliefIC.iii ilearl
prepared to think clearly.
NORTH
Mitford's book — which is emi+4
NnAd Chvease And Stron.nently readable — is available in a
11 AK
paperback edition for just $14.
* Q 95 4
Every family should have access to
46Q J 10 8 7 3
it. Every minister should read and
EAST
WEST
•AQ98532
J 10 7 6
119 8 7 6 4 2
V 10 5
•3 2
•K
IVI IC
C
C.A I
+K6
+94
SOUTH
4K
QJ3
•A J 10 8 76
40A 5 2
The bidding:
North
South West
East
4 NT
4•
4+
3
6•
5V
Pass
Pass
Opening lead —jack ofspades.
Assume you are South and,
as the result of some highly optimistic bidding by both you and
your partner, you find yourself in
six diamonds after the auction
shown. West leads the jack of
spades to East's ace, and East
returns a heart to dummy's king.
How would you play the hand?
WHAT NA it SUPPOSED
SUDDENLY WE SEE THAT
I
(
IT SEEMS SO EASY FOR
I PUT OFF THINKING
When the deal occurred, the
ID WEAR ON
LIFE IS PASSING US
*UNGER GUYS, BUT MEN
ABOUT cc AS LONG
actual declarer led a diamond from
"CASUAL FRIDAY"
AND EVERY MAN I KNOW
TM AGE WERE SOCIALIZED
AS I COULD, CATHY.
dummy at trick three. After East
A VERY DIFFERENT WAYj IS SEEKING OUT THE ONE
A LOT OF US DID
followed low,South put up the ace,

JOIN THE FIRM.

,WOMAN HE TRUSTS MOST AND
WORKING. UP THE NERVE TO
ASK THE UNTHINKABLE...

Tomorrow: Sylvia strikes again.
02000 King Features Syndicate Inc.

CROSSWORDS
40 Turf
41 Element in
salt
42 "— —,Brute"
44 Custom
47 Annoys
51 — de mer
52 — arm of the
law
53 Julia Roberts
co-star
54 WWII area
55 Slant
56 River in
Belgium
57 DC VIP

ACROSS

CI Ft Et la-r-r
APRIL- AND Segewty THIS IS
TsE 3,1,1imE you Two
HAVE BEEN SENT To my
OFFICE FOR FIGHTING NOW,
WHAT 16 &OIN& ON

Ft co

W

Ft S.le

HE KEEPS TEAS/NC/mE
HE CALLS ME NAMES!RE
SAyS I CAN'T Pim -134EHARmoNicA - BUT I CAN

IF you PONT'LIKE THE
PAL.16iC,SEREmy— GO
SOMEWHERE ELSE! you
DoN'T HAVE To LISTEN To
SomETHNG yoU DoN'T
LIKE. Po you. •

I'M Nor LISTENING,

G.AFtIFIE1_1121
THE TABLECLOTH JUST ISN'T
ENOUGH. WE REALLY NEED TO
SPICE This PLACE L1P

1 Move to and
fro
4 Belt
8 Story line
12 Ginger —
13 "Journey —
Darkness"
14 Flight (prefix)
15 CD- —
16 Sprout
18 Footballer
Sanders
20 Mr. Saannen
21 Greek letter
22 — Vegas
23 Leaning
Tower of —
27 Baseball stat
29 Question
30 — action
31 Oakley ID
32 What's in
vogue
33 — sauce
34 Agave plant
35 Wit
37 Tease
38 Youth org.
39 Jones of
"The View"
1

2

15

18

-1--;

5

6

EMES

4-250 2000 United Feature Syndicate
9 Ms.
Thompson
10 Table scrap
11 Pedal digit
17 Negative
prefix
19 Vowel
sequence
22 Drug of the
9

7

•14

19

11

Alkik
PM&,
•

TEAM OWNERS HATE TO
f.-EE THEA PLAYERS PICK Jr
SOME EXTRA MONEY!
ZC

"%kite
**,),

-

1960s
24 Des Moines
St.
25 Concordes
26 — Minor
27 Stadium
cheers
28 Athletic
match
29 Swiss river
30 Corn on the
32 Word with
exchange or

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
,
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
$37.50
6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.
Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
..$69.50
6 mo.
$98.00
1 yr.
Money Order
MIC

Check
Visa
Name

COM2o

dim
iii
27 28
aUUUU
31
ill
UUU
38
35
ill
II•I
39
UUU
ill ma
4, 4. illa i 50
il
S3
52
iiiUU
55
IIUU
ill

32

I FI6URE IF I CAN TAKE
,:ARE OF A FEW 5i4EEP WHILE
I'M 5TANIAN6 OUT HERE,I C.AN
PICK IR 5041E EXTRA MONEY

II

_.

11124

HAVE l'OA
STAND 01.77
HUE ALL 00g,
DON'T I?

10

18

il

PEANUTS

ACTS
I__ I.E.S
OAST
MOSS

B.E H I
A.L.E E

1 Sela of
'Once and
Again"
2 — vera
3 "The Twins"
4 — of the
times
5 Sue —
Langdon
6 Lightning bolt
7 Residences
8 Ceremonial
attire

13

12

K.Y:L E
U.S, I
ls1;E SiT
1 1•A'H
G,

DOWN

4

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 25, the
116th day of 2000. There are 250
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 25, 1945, delegates
from some 50 countries met in
San Francisco to organize the United Nations.
On this date:
In 1792, highwayman Nicolas
Jacques Pelletier became the first
person under French law to be
executed by the guillotine.
In 1859, ground was broken for
the Suez Canal.
In 1874, radio pioneer Guglielmo Marconi was born in Bologna,
Italy.
In 1898, the United States formally declared war on Spain.
In 1901, New York became the
first state to require automobile
license plates; the fee was one
dollar.
In 1915, during World War I,
Allied soldiers invaded the Gallipoli
Peninsula in an unsuccessful
attempt to take the Ottoman Turkish Empire out of the war.
One year ago: On the third and
final day of their Washington summit, NATO leaders promised military protection and economic aid
to Yugoslavia's neighbors for standing with the West against Slobodan Milosevic. More than 70,000
mourners gathered in Littleton,
Colo., to remember the victims of
the Columbine High School massacre. Lord Killanin, former president of the International Olympic
Committee, died in Dublin, Ireland, at age 84.

in

a

spondence
33 Man's name
36 Mother
37 Channels
38 Accuses
40 Theatrical
41 Cesium
symbol
43 Turner ID
44 — friendly
45 Fence
46 North
Carolina
school
47 Sick
48 Caviar
49 Genetic
material
50 Before
(Posit)

Street Address
City
Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
L
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

State Auto
111841/711110,

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

NATIONAL BASKETBALL LEAGUE PLAYOFFS
FIRST ROUND (Best-of-5)
Saturday
Miami 95 Detroit 85. Miami leads series
1-0
Phoenix 72, San Antonio 70, Phoenix leads
series 1-0
Utah 104, Seattle 93
Philadelphia 92. Charlotte 82
Sunday
New York 92, Toronto 88, New York leads
series 1-0
Portland 91. Minnesota 88, Portland leads
senes 1-0
L.A. Lakers 117. Sacramento 107, L.A Lakers lead series 1-0
Indiana 88, Milwaukee 85. Indiana leads
series 1-0
Monday
Charlotte 108, Philadelphia 98, OT, series
tied 1-1
Utah 1.01, Seattle 87, Utah leads series 20
Today
Detroit at Miami, 6 p.m,
Phoenix at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday
Toronto at New York, 7 p.m.
Minnesota at Portland, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday
Milwaukee at Indiana, ,7 p.m.
Sacramento at L.A. Lakers. 9:30 p.m
Friday
Charlotte at Philadelphia. 7 p.m_

April 29
Miami at Detroit, 11:30 am.
San Antonio at Phoenix, 2 p.m.
Utah at Seattie. 4.30 p.m.
Indiana at Milwaukee, 7:30 p.m.
April 30
New York at Toronto, 1130 a.m.
Portland at Minnesota, 2 p m
L A Lakers at Sacramento. 4:30 p.m.
May 1
Charlotte at Philadelphia, TBA
Indiana at Milwaukee. TBA. it necessary
May 2
L A Lakers at Sacramento, TBA. if necessary
New York at Toronto. TBA, it necessary
Portland at Minnesota, TBA, it necessary
San Antonio at Phoenix. TBA, if necessary
May 3
Miami at Detroit. TBA, if necessary
.Utah at Seattle. TBA. if necessary
May 4
Milwaukee at Indiana. TBA, it necessary
Minnesota at Portland, TBA, it necessary
Philadelphia at Charlotte. TBA, if necessary
Phoenix at San Antonio, TBA, if necessary
May 5
Detroit at Miami. TBA, if necessary
Sacramento at L.A. Lakers, TBA, it necessary
Seattle at Utah, TBA, it necessary
Toronto at New York. TBA, if necessary

UoTh players suspended
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville sophomores Quentin
Bailey and Caleb Gervin have
been suspended from the men's basketball team for the 2000-2001
season for a violation of team
rules, the school announced.
"Quentin and Caleb were both
found in violation of NCAA eligibility rules," 'Louisville coach
Denny Crum said in a statement
Monday.,"We are addressing the
matter internally, including their
future status with the team, and

SCHEDULE
TODAY
MEN'S GOLF
• OVC Championships
Paris, Tenn. - 8 a.m.
COLLEGE BASEBALL
• Southern Indiana vs. MSU
Reagan Field - 3 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• Calloway Co. vs. Murray
Boys' matches at CCHS, girls'
matches at Murray State
intramural courts - 3:30 p.m.
TRACK AND FIELD
• Calloway County, Murray
High at Tiger Time Trials
Stewart Stadium - 4 P.m.
HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL
• Calloway Co. vs. Mayfield
Mayfield - 4:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Calloway vs. Hickman Co.
Clinton - 4:30 p.m.

will have no further comment on
the issue."
A statement from the school
did not specify what rules the two
may have broken.
Bailey, a walk-on swingman
from Louisville's Iroquois High
School, proved to be the team's
spark off the bench this past season, averaging 6.1 points and scoring five or more points on 19
occasions.
"I put myself, in a situation
that has affected my life, and now
I have to pay for it," Bailey said
in a statement. "I made a mistake that won't happen again. I'll
use the year to concentrate on my
academic studies and do all in
my power to be reinstated to our
team."
Gervin, a reserve guard from
Palm Springs, Calif., averaged 2.6
points in 20 games.

claDoe) r!tucuc? L.Ofs.? 449,all

By PAUL NEWBERRY
The New Jersey Nets and
AP Sports Writer
Los Angeles Clippers are
ATLANTA (AP) — Memo to all those NBA expected to seek new leadteams pondering a coaching change: The list ership. The Washington Wizof potential candidates now includes the guy ards finished the year with
who has more victories than anyone else.
an interim coach. Don NelLenny Wilkens resigned Monday from the son doesn't plan to return to
Atlanta Hawks after the worst season of his the Dallas Mavericks.
27-year coaching career. But, at age 62, he
Wilkens coached
the
made it clear he would like to add to his Hawks for seven years. He
1,179 victories.
had a winning record and went
WILKENS
"I still enjoy coaching," Wilkens told The to the playoffs in each of
Associated Press from his suburban Seattle home. his first six seasons, but things fell apart
"I want to take some time off and just see quickly after the team decided to go in a difwhat's out there."
ferent direction.

'Express' recovery
expected for Ryan
By CHRIS WILLIAMS
Associated Press Writer
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — The
heart surgery was easy. Making
Nolan Ryan slow down from now
on will be the tough part.
Surgeons who operated on the
Hall of Fame pitcher expect him
to recover quickly from the emergency double bypass procedure they
performed Sunday.
Ryan himself is responsible for
much of that prOgnosis. Doctors
and family members say the 53year-old former pitcher has the
body of a much younger man,
thanks to daily walks, weightlifting and swimming.
Austin surgeon Mark Felger,
who performed the two-hour operation. said Ryan shouldn't drive
for twO weeks and shouldn't do
heavy lifting for 2-3 months. He
can return to his regular work
schedule with the Round Rock
Express, the minor league team
he co-owns, in a couple of weeks.
Reese Ryan, the youngest of
Ryan's sons, said Monday it will
be hard persuading his father to
take it easy.
"I think that is going to be
one of his biggest obstacles," Reese
Ryan said.
Ryan was in stable condition
Monday night and was in good
spirits at Austin Heart Hospital, said
his eldest son, Reid Ryan.
"He's doing much, much better," Reid Ryan said. "He did get
up a little while ago and walked
for the first time down the hall."
Reid said fans told him they

ARE YOU READY
TO QUIT PLAYING
WITH TOYS?

WE'RE NUMBER ONE...Members of the Calloway County Laker Youth Basketball League third- and fourth-grade
division regular-season co-championship and postseason
tournament championship team are: (front row, from left)
Casey Brockman, Evan Hall and Brad Martin; (back row)
coach Tab Brockman, Josh Eaker, Bryant Johnson, Mitchell
Saddoris, Zachary Underhill, Jordan Roberts and coach
Kyle Evans.

Old School Wrestling in Hardin Saturday
The Old
wrestling to
Tickets are
for children

School Wrestlign Federation will bring its brand of professional
the Hardin Community Center Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Hardin.
$7 for adults and $5 for children ages'6-12: admission is tree
5-and-under.

HAS YOUR CABLE (3
SATELLITE PROVIDER
RISKED YOU TO THE.
BEASLEY'S

BEASLEY'S

1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN

500 N. 4th Street
Murray. KY
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could not believe his father had
bypass surgery, because they
thought of him as someone who
could cheat time.
"It was almost like someone
brought kryptonite to Superman,"
Reid Ryan said.
Ryan began feeling ill Sunday
when he and his wife, Ruth. were
in the Austin suburb of Round
Rock to watch the Express.
Ryan reported chest pains and
breathing trouble as he and his
wife strolled through the Dell Diamond, the Express' new $25, million stadium.
She drove him to the Round
Rock Medical Center. Doctors there
referred Ryan to the Austin Heart
Hospital, where the surgery was
performed at 3 p.m.
Blood tests and an electrocardiogram showed Ryan did not
have a heart attack, officials said.
The surgery was required to bypass
a blocl_ced artery leading to the
former pitcher's heart, doctors said.
At The Ballpark in Arlington,
fans of the Texas Rangers - Ryan's
last team - have been signing 7foot by 3-foot get-well cards during a three-game home series
against the Boston Red Sox.

Atlanta made a controversial trade for bad
boy Isaiah Rider and began the season with
seven new players, attempting to switch from
a defensive-oriented philosophy to an up-tempo,
more exciting style of play.
The result was_ a 28-54 record — the worst
for the, franchise since it moved to Atlanta in
1968. When Wilkens met after the season with
team president Stan Kasten and general manager Pete Babcock,everyone agreed that a coaching change was needed.
"When you're a coach, you become the
lightning rod for what happens in the organization," said Babcock. who admitted he deserved
much of the blame for the disastrous season.

BG

WEDNESDAY
COLLEGE BASEBALL
• MSU vs. Southern Illinois
Carbondale, Ill. - 3 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• St. Mary vs. Murray
MHS, MSU - 3:45 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Marshall Co. vs. Murray
Ty Holland Field - 4:30 p.m.

Wilkens resigns as Hawks' coach
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Coleman leads
Hornets to win
By JENNA FRYER
AP Sports Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
All Derrick Coleman ever wanted
was to play for a contender. Now
that he's got his chance, he'll do
anything to make it last.
Coleman scored eight of his 29
points in overtime, leading the
Charlotte Hornets to a 108-98 victory over the Philadelphia 76ers
to tie their playoff series Monday
night.
It's the first time in the playoffs in six years for Coleman,
who was last in the postseason
with New Jersey in 1994.
"Derrick just wants to play for
a winner," Charlotte coach Paul
Silas said. "I thought he'd come
up big in this series, and he did
tonight. I can't say enough about
his performance."
Coleman was unstoppable in
the extra period, hitting four straight
baskets and helping the Hornets
take the series to Philadelphia for

COLEMAN
Game 3 on Friday night.
In the other playoff game Monday night, Utah routed Seattle 10187 for a 2-0 lead in their Western Conference series.
Coleman spent almost three
years with the Sixers before the
club failed to exercise his option.

Recruits provide boost
Reports of the demise of the
Murray State men's basketball
program have been greatly exaggerated.
Since late March, there have
been whispers from an area just
northwest of Murray about a
changing of the guard in the Ohio
Valley Conference,
Southeast Missouri State fans
would have you believe that their
Indians are on the cusp of taking the OVC by storm, and perhaps building a dynasty to rival
the Racers' unmatched dominance.
But not so fast, SEMO fans!
One look at Murray State's 2000
recruiting class could suggest just
the opposite - the Blue and Gold
dynasty is only just beginning.
With six key seniors saying
goodbye to the program, it would
certainly appear that gloom and
doom would be in the Racers'
forecast.
However, the MSU coaching
staff has done it again, with what
might be a Top 25 recruiting class

SCOTT
NANNEY
SPORTS
EDITOR
when all is said and done.
Racer head coach Tevester
Anderson and his staff started the
early signing period with a bang,
landing highly-regarded 6-8 forward Jamar Avant from Murphysboro, Ill.
Murray followed that with the
signing of 6-3 guard Mumba
Rivera from St. Croix, Virgin
Islands, and then wrapped up its
early signees with Southern Union
(Ala.) Junior College forward Roderick Thomas.
Two weeks ago, the Racers
inked their fourth recruit on the
first day of the spring signing
period - perhaps reeling in their

biggest catch in years.
With the signing of 7-1 Andi
Hornig, Anderson believes he has
picked up the program's first true
center.
Hornig will provide the Racers with the size they were missing during last season's run to
another OVC championship.
"Andi's probably the center
we've been looking for since we've
been here," said Anderson in a
prepared statement. "He could be
an impact player in any league."
Last Wednesday, Murray continued its recruiting run, claiming 6-5, 190-pound swingman
Cuthbert Victor from St. Croix,
Virgin Islands.
Rated by some as a top-100
recruit, Victor played last summer for the U.S. Virgin Islands
national team - coached by Anderson.
"He comes from the same
school as Tim Duncan, but Cuthbert is further along in his understanding of the game," Anderson

MSU men
tied for fifth
after first
day of play

Wells lifts Jays
past Oakland
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
David Wells proved the Toronto Blue
Jays can win with pitching, too.
"I'm more of a defensive fan," Wells
said Monday night after a 3-2 win over
Oakland. "I love low-scoring games with
good defense because that's the side I'm
on. Isn't that what they say? Good defense
and pitching win ballgames."
Toronto's streak of scoring at least six
runs was stopped at 11 games. It was the
longest such string in the majors since the
California Angels did it 11 in a row in
1979.
"We're not used to games like this,"
said Toronto manager Jim Fregosi, who
also guided that high-scoring Angels team.
"I'd rather have a 12-run game. That way
I don't have to think."
In other AL games, Anaheim downed
Detroit 10-4. Cleveland blanked Seattle 60. Chicago beat Baltimore 8-2, Texas defeated Boston 5-4 and Minnesota beat New
York 5-3.
Wells (3-1) pitched 6 2-3 innings and
gave up six hits. He struck out eight and
walked none. The Blue Jays began the night
with a 6.90 ERA, worst in the league.
The Athletics lost for the sixth time in
seven home games. Manager Art Howe was
absent while being treated for flu-like symptoms at a hospital, and bench coach Ken
Macha ran the team.

•
•

41.

explained. "He's a very exciting
player who will probably develop into a great player."
Murray State is expected to
wrap up its 2000 recruiting class
this week.
Along with its new players,
MSU will gain the eligibility of
four key components who were
forced to sit out the 1999-2000
season because of academic concerns.
The Racers also have 6-7 forward Chiwale Bedeau, 7-0 Lennart
Christiansen, forward Antione
Welchel and point guard Kevin
Paschel waiting in the wings.
Murray's well-stocked lineup
could also add some experience
with the return of forward Isaac
Spencer, who can petition the
NCAA for an extra year of eligibility.
So a word to all of you SEMO
fans - don't start booking your
ticket to the 2001 NCAA Tournament just yet. The Racers may
have a problem with that.

Kevin Appier (3-2) left in the
Staff Report
eighth inning with tightness in his
right forearm. He's unsure whether
Murray Ledger & Times
he'll be able to make his next
PARIS, Tenn. — The Murray
scheduled start.
State men's golf team is tied for
"I'm concerned about it," Appififth after Monday's first round
er said. "The muscle spasmed in
of the rain-shortened Ohio Valley
my forearm. It just grabbed me
Conference Championships, held
when I threw a slider. We'll see
at the Tennessean Golf Course.
how it feels (today). That will be
The OVC tournament was
the indicator. We're hoping it could
scheduled to be a 54-hole event,
just be tightening thing. We're
but Monday's inclement weather
going to monitor it."
cut the championships to'36 holes,
Angels 10, Tigers 4
with the final 18 to be played
Scott Spiezio homered twice
today at the par-72, 6,846-yard
as Anaheim sent visiting Detroit
course opened last October.
to its eighth straight loss.
Murray State is tied for fifth
Tigers manager Phil Garner was
with Tennessee-Martin at 322, 12
ejected in the third inning for
shots behind first-round leader Eastarguing with third base umpire
ern Kentucky, which holds a oneFie!din Culbreth. Hitting coach
stroke edge over Middle Tennessee
Bill Madlock and third base coach
State.
Doug Mansolino were tossed in
Junior Michael Calef leads the
the sixth for arguing with plate
Racers with a 7-over-par 79 and
is tied for 12th place in the 50umpire Bill Welke.
Mo Vaughn homered, doubled
golfer field. Freshman Brandon
Henson is tied for 17th with an
twice and drove in four runs. Tim
Salmon also homered for the GOOD OUTING...Toronto's David Wells improved to 3-1 on the season, pitching the 80, senior Jason Smith is tied for
20th with an 81, sophomore Matt
Angels.
Blue Jays to a 3-2 victory over the Oakland Athletics Monday night.
28th.
Indians 6, Mariners 0
Cameron Stark is tied for
at Boston. improved its road record to 8- inning without giving up a run. Mike
Eastern Kenof
Milam
James
Chuck Finley shut down Seatwas thrown out trying to steal, and Jay
r of MidAlexande
Brett
and
tucky
tle on two singles for eight innings and 2, best in the majors. The Indians stopped
Buhner flied out with the bases loaded to
the Mariners' three-game winning streak.
dle Tennessee are atop the indistruck out 10.
Finley (2-0) walked four in the first end the threat.
Cleveland, rained out three straight days
vidual leaderboard.
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Chamberlain named Executive of Year
The Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals® (IAAP)
has named Dr. Don Chamberlain, chairman of the department
of accounting at Murray State
University, as its 2000 Executive of the Year.
Chamberlain was selected by
a panel of judges who are not
members of the Murray Chapter of IAAP. His administrative
professional, Melva Hatcher, who
has been a member since the
chapter was chartered in 1971,
nominated him for this honor.
In addition to his attributes
as an executive, the judges also
considered factors such as Chamberlain's accomplishments and
general standing in his profession and the community, his support of IAAP, his administrative
professional's dedication and sup-

port of IAAP, and her commitment to the elevation of her
profession.
A native of West Virginia.
Chamberlain earned his bachelor's degree in industrial management from the West Virginia
Institute of Technology in 1973,
master's from Murray State University in 1976, and a doctorate with a major in accounting
and a minor in higher education, from the University of Kentucky in 1991.
During his tenure at MSU,
Chamberlain has served as assistant to the vice president for
student development, assistant
director of the budget, director
of the budget, faculty member
in the department of accounting
and currently serves as chairman of the department of
accounting.

We would like to thank:
(Sue 711armanci
Palmer

c==,

7anuny cSalyer
"We appreciate your hard work and dedication!"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Serving you for 72 years
753-5273
701 Main Street

6est Wishes During
j(Iministrative Professionals Wech

Chamberlain's leadership at
Murray State reflects his ideals
of a student-centered university
and the attainment of academic excellence.
In addition to serving as chairman, he is an excellent and caring classroom teacher.
His teaching responsibilities
include both financial and governmental accounting courses. He
is also involved in numerous
university service activities.
He currently serves on the
Departmental Committee on New
Student Orientation; Departmental Outcomes Assessment
Committee; University Chairs'
Council; Departmental Scholarship Committee; Departmental
Recruiting Committee; University Outcomes Assessment Committee; Departmental Computer
Committee, and actively participates in the university's Roads
Scholars Program and Residential College Program.
His accomplishments at MS1
also include establishing the university's first summer orientation program for new student
and serving on the project team
that developed formula funding
for Kentucky higher education
institutions.
Along with his many administrative and teaching duties,
Chamberlain is a member of
numerous professional organizations, including the American
Accounting Association, Institute of Management Accountants,
Association of Governmental
Accountants, Beta Alpha Psi,

DR. DON CHAMBERLAIN AND MELVA HATCHER
and Beta Gamma Sigma. He
has also served as a member
of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board national
project team on Service Efforts
and Accomplishments Reporting. He is a Certified Govern-

Congratulations To All
Administrative Professionals In Murray
For The Great Job You Do!

Pier1 imports
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray

The Officers and Board of Directors of
The Murray Bank take this opportunity to salute
our office professionals.

The 1)

Murray Bank

WE APPRECIATE
Carolyn Rehmus - 28 Years
Glenda Anderson - 20 Years
Martha Harper - 10 Years
Licensed Insurance Professionals

McNutt Insurance
Westside of the Court Square

118 S. 5th St. • Murray

How Banking Should Be
Member FDIC

1000 Whitnell Avenue, Murray, KY
270.753 5626
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ment Financial Manager and
holds ISO 9000 Certification.
In addition, he has authored various articles in professional journals and has made numerous
professional presentations.
Chamberlain has recently been
appointed to a four-year term
as a board commissioner of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is well recognized in the
community for his extraordinary
support and service given to the
Calloway County School System.
He is a member of the Laker
Athletic Booster Club and the
Laker Diamond Club, where he
presently serves as treasurer.
Chamberlain is an active
member of the First Christian
Church where he is currently
serving as elder and member of
the Christian Mens Fellowship
Group.
He resides at 2129 Southwest Drive with his wife, Martha,
an elementary teacher in Henry
County. and their son, Mark, a
junior at Calloway County High
Schoo!. Their daughter, Lindsey, is a sophomore at Murray
State.
Chamberlain is very supportive of IAAP as Hatcher
explains in her nomination.
She states he believes that
time devoted to continuing education experiences offered by
IAAP or others guarantees substantial returns to the individual in professional advancement.

II See Page 7
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Hays named Administrative Professional of Year
Kay Hays was named the 2000
Administrative Professional of
the Year at the annual Executive Night Banquet, held April
24 by the Murray Chapter of
International Association of
Administrative
Professionals
(IAAP).
Hays has been employed at
Murray State University for six
years.
She currently holds the position of history department secretary reporting to Dr. James
W. Hammack Jr.
Previously she held the position of administrative secretary
for Education Talent Search
reporting to Oldesia Torian,
director.
She has been very active in
I.A.A.P since joining the Murray Chapter in 1995.
She has served the chapter
as president, president-elect, vice
president, and corresponding secretary.
Sbe has chaired the Membership Committee, Bylaws and
Standing Rules Committee, Publicity Committee, Bulletin Committee, Telephone Committee,
Tabloid Committee, as well as
serving as a member of various other committees.
She has served on the Long
Range Planning Committee, and
Tellers and Pages Committee for
Kentucky Division I.A.AP.
Hays and her family have
lived in Murray Since 1993
when her husband, Ray, retired
from the Army.
They have been married for
11 years and between them they
have five children and four
grandchildren.
One daughter, Deanna Beane,
and husband Michael, and one
son, JR. is a junior at Calloway
County High School.
Hays is a member of Elm
Grove Baptst Chnrch where she
is a member of the adult choir
and praise team.
She is a member of the Murray Women's Club, and the Murray Women's Federated Club.
She was an active member

James Hammack, Jr. states, "Her
association with this organization proves to be our advantage
in that she is connected with
administrative professionals in
offices all over the university.
"No matter what problem or

questions comes up, she has a
contact in an office somewhere
that she can phone to get assistance."
"She cares about the image
our department projects and will
settle for nothing but the best."

IAAP hosts meetings
Membership meetings held
this past year have been based
upon the theme "Focus on Commitment: The Key to I.A.A.P."
Topics and speakers that have
been presented were: Opening the
Door of Opportunity - the Key
to Success," by Kay Hays, past
president of the Murray Chapter; "Stop the Clock - The Key
to Managing Time," by Jennifer
Stubblefield, business teacher at
Calloway County High School:
Bosses Day Luncheon by Dr.

Stephen Cobb, chairman of the
department of physics and enginnering at Murray State University; Christmas Luncheon Inspirational by Dr. Terry Ellis, First
Baptist Church; "Closing the
Door to Frustration - The Key
to Problem Solving," a panel
discussion by Mary Ann Hargrove CPS.
All members and interested
persons are invited to attend the
monthly meeting held every third
Monday of the Month.

Secretaries Brighten'Oura
By!
t•
ANIS*

KAY HAYS AND DR. JAMES HAMMACK JR.
of Calloway County Band Boosters, Board Member of Catloway
County Parent Teacher Council,
member of Project Graduation,
a Girl Scout leader, and a Den
mother (cub scouts).
Selection of the Administrative Professional of the Year is
based on requirements in three
areas.
The first category is a background score sheet listing the
candidates education, business
experience and IAAP activities.
The second area of competition is a questionnaire listing
abilities and leadership, professionalism and community service, which are completed by the
candidate's employer.
A panel of three judges then
scores these responses.
The final phase of competition involves the finalists appearing before the same panel of
judges to be evaluated on their

/Congratulations\
to all Administrative
Professionals
from

airra
LUMBER COMPANY

ability to verbally respond to a
specific question.
The judges score the candidate on the content of the presentation, poise, and image.
After tabulation of the scores
from all three categories, the
candidate with the highest score
is selected as the Secretary of
the Year.
When asked what contributions Hays has made to the
administrative profession, Dr.

OAKWOOD

sTitegL

MSU STUDENT
AFFAIRS
Salutes allour Administrative
Professionals and ClericalStaff
Carolyn Leslie, Angela Darnell, Jo Ann Mathis, Renee
Lax, Gale Vinson, Helen Turner, Rhonda Lamb, Lyn
Henderson, Becky Wilder, Pat Hosford, Barbara
Gibbs, Lee Anderson, Carrie Shanklin, Jennifer
Mabry, Marilyn Houston, Dawn Brazil, Kimberly
Bradshaw, Gayle Allen, Sharron Watson, Patricia
Huffine, Dee Ann Umar, Diane Blakely, June Welter,
Lynda Chaney, Dena Wisehart, Rhonda Felts, Pamela
Seward, Ruth LaRock, Carol Solmon, Marilyn Bell,
Andrea Hogancamp, and Wendy Thompson.
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Members of MAP

Sharion Isailey
Thomas W. Denton
MSU Administrative Services

Sara Alexander
Dr. Tony L. Brannon
MSU Dept. of Agriculture

Gale Vinson
Jim Baurer
MSU Curris Center
& Student Life

Jeanne Fleming
President, Office Extras Inc.

Faye Wells CPS
Retired

Help Us Celebrate IAAP WEEK
April 23-29
A Salute To All Administrative Professionals
from

& -I'
FOODS

weetaAll.

623 S. 4th • Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 759-1144
Come See Us For All Your Shopping Needs!

PHONE 753-4320\

&Pa gd
FLOWERS
Gene Brandon, Owner
705 SO. 4TH ST. MURRAY, KY 42071

arldeflolit
Office Extras Inc. Can Provide Temporary Or
Permanent Employees When You Need Them!
We pay employee, taxes and worker's
compensation.
• Secretarial Services
• Computer Operators
• Accounting & Bookkeeping
• Word Processing
• Receptionist

OFFICE RV
753-5650

Brenda Kimbro
Elisa Suiter
Briggs & Stratton

Renee Lax
Carmen Garland
MSU University Scholarship
Office

According to the 2000 Salary
Guide by administrative staffing
specialists OfficeTeam, average
salaries in the U.S. for mid- to
upper-level administrative staff
range from $24,250 to $46,000.

Come ;n and meet them today.
Sincerely,

reflect the administrative professional's
growing
duties.
According to an IAAP membership study, the most popular
job title in the field is Administrative Assistant (23.0%).
O'er 21% carty a broad range
of job-specific titles including
such words as "coordinator" and
"specialist."
Reflecting the evolution of
secretarial job titles, members
of Professional Secretaries International voted in 1998 to change
their association's name to the
International Association of
Administrative
Professionals
flAAP).

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor

from

Casa sot
Gifts of Distinction

Jeanne Fleming

Average salaries

For giving for the sake of giving,
serving for the sake of serving,
loving for the sake of loving!
I appreciate you:
Cheryl Conner, Director of Happiness
Carmeleta Nowell, Director of Wonderfulness
Brenda Jones, Director of Joy

Happy Administrative
Professionals Day!

INC.

Kelly Mott CPS
Thomas W. Denton
MSU Administrative Services

from tile SoutimPest

1100 CkestruAt Mmeray 753-1133

Job titles evolving
Titles are changing to
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Members o IAAP

Mary Ann Hargrove CPS
Dr. Gary Brockway
MSU Provost/Academic Affairs

Karen Birdsong
Walter Apperson
Murray Ledger & Times

Jeanie Morgan
Jim Baurer
Murray State University

JOIN US IN CELEBRATING
IAAP WEEK
We would like to salute all Administrative
Proftssionals hi,*ring you afree makeover
with a special gift. Please call 753-6926for an
appointment at your convenience.

MERLE

noRmAn
Bel-Air Center
908 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Beverly Calloway
Owner

Gela Edwards
Dr. Thomas B. Auer
MSU College of Industry
& Technology

Best Wishes Administrative Professionals
During Administrative Professionals' Week

is
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4 C/FT FOR YOUR
4941/AUSTRATIVE PROFESS/OA/4a

Create a wonderful gift that says how important your. secretary is
- to you' Call in or tax your ideas, or let us choose from a selection
of indulging chocolates. cookies and candies. Delicious low-fat
- and sugar free items are also available for the health-conscious
secretary.

44

Criglish
753-0921
-ix,q_6909 fax
. •--

Belinda Woods CPS
Ted Wasylak
Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.

APRIL 23-29
IAAP WEEK

ZOO

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

We Salute our Administrative Professionals
Tammy Rickman & Malinda Gray
103.7 FIVI

& WNBS
Thatiks.for all
yottr great
work!

1305 North 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071
Phone (502) 753-1489 FAX (502) 753-1536

Con9ratuldion.4
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10th lit Arcadia

CARROLL TIRE a WHEEL
ALIGNMENT, INC,
MICHELIN®

•
'Melva Hatcher
Dr. Don Chamberlain
MSU Dept. of Accounting

Andrea Hogancamp
Myra Yates
MSU Upward Bound

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES

Jintini3lralive Profi33iona

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Howe & Melton, LLP
Certified Public Accountants
301 Maple St.• Murray, KY. 42071
(270) 753-2424
7Ve elfrAir-CeeeLee ace,t
>0
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i
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201 S. 3rd St., Murray
753-2411

Carita Boggess
Jeanie Carson

Patsy James
Janet Paschall

Dorinda Craig
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Members of IAAP

Jama Galloway
Kim Foster
Ryan Foods Co.

Marion Hale
Dr. Ted A. Wendt
Mai College of Fine Arts &
Communication

Kay Hays
Dr. James Hammock
MSU Dept. of History

Lisa Hill
Patsy Whitesell
East Calloway Elementary

Cathy Thompson
Bill Martin
Ryan Foods Co.

COMPLIMENTS OF

(BRIGGS &STRATTON)

Saluting All
Administrative Professionals
During Administrative Professionals' Week

Congratulations

Melissa Outland
Buddy Buckingham
MSU Center for Continuing
Education

Annie Nance
H. Glenn Doran/Frank Doran
Peoples Bank of Murray

Mickey Phillips
Jeanne S. Scafella
MSU Dept. of Journalism
& Mass Communication

to all Administrative Professionals!
****NOT PICTURED*****

Happy Administrative
Professionals Day!
from

APPLE Tqf SCilooL
Robert & Linda Kilpatrick - Owners
Sheila Freeman & Marilyn Swift

gwin 43•CaLes

Stadium View Dr.

753-9356

"Where The Elite
Meet To Eat!"

Marlene Roberts CPS
W.A. Franklin
Murray City Board of Education
Neva Gray Allbritten
Retired
Bank of Murray
Belinda Jett CPS
Joe Wright/Doug Hocking
Briggs & Stratton Corp.
Carla Thomas
Don Riley/Kim Oatman
MSU Capital Construction
Administration & Engineering

OFFICE PRODUCTS
516 Main

• OFFICE SUPPLIES
• FURNITURE
• MACHINES
Call us any time
at 753-0123

Authorized
Xerox Sales
Agent
XEROX*

2667 St. Rt.
Hwy.94 East
Murray, KY 42071

IAAP WEEK
APRIL
23-29
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• Chamberlain ...
Fie has a strong desire to
learn and improve not only in
management skills but also in
technical knowledge of his profession.
"He excels in his ability to
"get it together" through suL
cessful interaction with students.
staff and fellow faculty alike
when others feel pulled in a
million directions.
"He clearly earns the respect
he deserves. I value him as a
leader and personal friend. His
potential for future success in
his career is unlimited.
"He continues to find new
energies, new insights, andstrengths... With the highest
esteem for my executive, I proudly recommend him for the "Executive of the Year" award."

Rhonda Rogers CPS
Dr. Stephen Cobb
MSU Dept. of Physics
& Engineering Physics

The Murray Chapter of
IAAP would like to thank Ken
Andrus and Oakwood Studio
for providing members' photographs for this year's section of the Murray Ledger &
Times.
Also, thanks are extended
to the judges of the 19992000 Administrative Professional of the Year media interPat James,
views: Joe
WNBS/WRKY radio station;
Dr. Lila Waldman, associate
professor in the department of
business administration, office
systems and business education, and Wilma Billington,
senior vice president for public relations at Union Planters
Bank.
We would also like to thank
the judges of the 1999-2000
Executive of the Year: Nancy
Jane Cason. Stewart County
High School English Department Chair, Dover, Tenn.;
Danny Lamb,CPA,chief financial officer, F.L. Companies,
Inc., Nashville, Tenn.: Larry
R. Mayfield, President/CEO,
National City Bank, Owensboro.
We would also like to thank
MSU for the Curris Center
meeting room facility. Thanks
also to Innovative Printing and
Graphics, Inc. for donating to
our Murray Chapter scholarship fund.

Roy Hill

from

Backhoe Service

e -glower ea.liel &Sefectioni

Special thanks
609':South 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Hours: 8:00-5:00 Mon. thru Sat.

753-9514

RYAN FOODS APPRECIATES OUR
ADMINISTRATIVEPROFESSIONALS

L to R: Becky Borton, Nancy Huston, Jama Galloway
and Cathy Thompson, CPS.

Laura Dziekonski
Ted Wasylak
Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.

Shirley Reamer
Dr. Danny Claiborne
MSU Dept. of Industrial
& Engineering Technology

Contiratulations to jiminiitrative Prolessionals
Jh
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Members of IAAP

From Page 2
He firmly believes that the goal
of IAAP is to develop professionalism by setting high standards of competence and professionalism.
"He willingly supports IAAP
through payment of annual dues
and recognizes the value of a
professional association both verbally and in action."
In summary, Hatcher states
in her one page conclusion that
"Chamberlain is a hardworking,
outgoing individual who interacts well with people and who
is never too busy to give of
his time for the betterment of
others and his profession.
"He is a conscientious man
who is constantly striving for
excellence in his work. To work
with and to know my executive is synonymous with the
word 'success.'
"He is never content with
mediocrity and always strives
for continuous improvement. My
executive is faithful and devoted to his family.
"Yet, he also believes that a
strong work ethic is an honorable and constant goal. In short,
my executive has achieved a
comfortable balance of his professional and personal life.

TUESDAY, APRIL 25. 2000

Specializing in Septic
& Sewer Systems,
Bulldozing, Excavating,
Foundations, Hauling, etc.
5995 Shoemaker Rd.
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 436-2113

We Appreciate
Our Secretaries
."
„
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1..,.:..-i, _4„......
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From left to right: Diane Lily, Holly Cherry,
Sussann Lovett & Mary Craig

Nag

Subsidiary of Dean Foods
East Chestnut St. • P.O. Box 1175 • Murray
(270) 753-3012 • Fax (270) 753-9474

The Murray
Insurance Agency

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray • 753-4751
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SPECIAL MEETING
The Kentucky Division 2000 Annual Meeting is slated for
May 19-21 at Kenlake State Resort Park. Friday's seminar,
"On Beyond Zebra," will be presented by Dr. Tony Brannon.
Saturday's speakers are Dr. Crystal Coel-Colemand, Roy Colemand and Sue Reider Draper. Saturday night's entertainment
will be one of the finest area choirs presenting a medley of
patriotic tunes titled, "I Believe in America." Sunday morning
devotional music and joint breakfast meeting will be provided by Kay and Ray Hays. Call 753-4926 for details.

be're _Proud017111
(
51chninislralioe :Professionals
cc
,1
Murray crile
Magazine

bah.,Lemoine
Managing Editor
asarsviremetw- le.rxinsurtriwermarsat -,

We Salute All
Administrative Professionals

"4

4

"ESPECIALLY OUR OWN"
003
00
16(44
:„ty
.p.

Not Only On Their Day But
Every Day of The Year.

2-M1

Congratulations!

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Toyota of Murray
753-2617

641 S. Murray

Anderson wins
IAAP scholarship
The Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals award each
year the IAAP Memorial Scholarship in memory of former members including one of the charter members.'
This award is presented to a
local senior from Calloway County High School or Murray High
School or a member of IAAP
who is pursuing a degree in a
business-related field at Murray
State University.
The selection of the recipi-

ent is based on a resume submitted by students setting forth
education, including grade point
average, organizational memberships including offices held, and
work experience.
The recipient will receive $300
for the 2000-2001 academic year.
This year's recipient is Cara
Anderson.
She is the daughter of Jeffery Anderson and Cynthia
Anderson.
She is an honor student at Murray High School and very active

in extra-curricular activities.
She is a member of Future
Business Leaders of America, Pep
Club and Tri-Alpha.
She has also been on the
Prom committee, in the Spanish Club, Student Council, softball team, girls basketball manager, and C-Ed-Y Club where
she
treasurer.
She is listed in Who's Who
Among High School Students,
on the Honor Roll, and
been a member of National Honors Society for three years.

served as

been

Division
appoints
locals
The following IAAP members have been appointed to various positions:
• Sharion Bailey and Rhonda Rogers CPS are 1999-2000
co-chairs of the Annual Meeting Seminar
• Sharion Bailey, 1999-2000
chair of the Kentucky Division
Education Committee
•
• Laura Lohr Dziekonski,
1999-2000 Kentucky Division
Annual Meeting Coordinator
• Marion Hale, 1999-2000
Division President

Constance Alexander was the keynote speaker at IAAP's
executive banquet Monday night.

Thank You For
Dining At Dumplin's

We Are Proud Of Our Secretaries Seated left to right: Donna Futrell, Stacy Boardman, Laura Tucker. Standing left to right:
Sandy Gobert, Terri Mardis-CPS, Julie Wilson, Laura Lohr, Sheri Morris and Belinda
Woods-CPS.
•

Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.
Vanderbilt Minerals Corp.
OlvtsiOns of

(
`sv R T Vanderbilt Company, Inc

H.R.H.

DUMPLIN'S
753-0000

305 S.12th Street, Murray,KY 42071

Locals attend state IAAP meeting
The Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals participated in several meetings in
conjunction with other Kentucky
IAAP chapters.
Leadership Training was held
in July in Elizabethtown. Attending were Gale Vinson, Cathy
Thompson CPS, Brenda Kim:bro, Renee Lax and Marion
Hale. KY Div. Pres., Marion
Hale, presented "Conducting a
Business Meeting," KY Div.Treasurer, Jean Stegmann CPS presented "Give Me the Money"
and KY Div. Vice President,
Cheri Collins CPS, presented
"Stop, Look & Listen!"
Representing the Murray
Chapter at the Fall Board Meeting, held in September at Elizabethtown were Marion Hale, Murray Chapter Members who attended Southeast DisGale Vinson, Cathy Thompson trict Conference of International Association of AdminCPS, Sharion Bailey, Rhonda istrative Professionals at Tunica, Miss., are pictured
Rogers CPS, and Laura Lohr (front row, from left) Gale Vinson and Marion Hale,
Dziekonski.
(second row) Cathy Thompson CPS and Renee Lax.
Representing the Murray
Chapter at the Winter Board quarters Update by Tom
Wat- Professionalism in the 21st CenMeeting held in January was ters, CAE, International Executury by international president,
Marion Hale, Gale Vinson, Cathy tive Director; and Pathways to Cynthia A. Lively CPS.
Thompson CPS and Kay Hays.
The group attended at seminar
titled "Putting Respect at the
top of your Agenda" by KY
Div. Pres., Marion Hale and
Kay Hays.
Southeast District Conference
was held in Tunica, Miss, Oct.
FbEIRAL3
22-24 1999, Sam's Town Hotel.
Cathy Thompson CPS, Renee
110 N. 12th St. a
Lax, Marion Hale and Gale VinMurray
r
son began the conference by
753-4567
attending the seminar titled ComBosses...mention this ad and
municating in the 21st Century
/0% Offyour selections.
receive
and presented by Dr. Lillian
Chaney from the University of
Memphis.
Seminars included "We Got
To Stop Meeting Like This"; New
Network Economy and the Role
of the Administrative Professional and InternationallHead-

freet,44.4t4ti4Otet4ue
Projeuematt
io
'tast 26,1

++++++++++ •

We Salute
This Area's
Administrative
Professionals
•
MURRAY

lifDGER &

TIMES

"Your Hometown News
Source For Over
I25Years"
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1916
Reach us on the web at.
wwv., murravledger corn
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We Appreciate The Hard
Work and Dedication
OfAll Our Employees
& IAAP member
Annie Nance!
++++++++++

THERE'S NO EXCUSE NOT TO JOIN NOW
Reflecting the broader range of job titles and expanded responsibilities held by today's administrative support staff, member delegates of Professional Secretaries International have voted to
change their organization's name to the International Association
of Administrative Professionals. The association's purpose is to
provide education training, leadership development, publications,
and networking opportunities for its members worldwide.
For further information about the local chapter of IAAP, please
contact:
Cathy Thompson CPS
Membership Chair
1581 Lamb Rd.
Benton, KY 42025
270-762-1689
OR complete and mail the following:
Please send information about joining Murray Chapter IAAP
Name:
Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

The Home Team Appreciates

Cindy Bramer & Marilyn Chatman
For A Job Well Done

Saluting Working Professionals!

Peoples Bank
Serving Murray-Calloway County
Since 1934
MEMBER FDIC
Main Ott it.e, 5th Lk Main • 12th & Chestnut • 12th & Story
Money Market Center at Kroger(Open Evenings & Saturday)
MSU Teller Machine, Cuyris Ctr.• Teller Machine, MCCH Hospital
Phone: 502-762-BANK
••S • • 1

N ••

• • •

Patricia Maxwell, Jeanie Morgan,
Brandon Kirkham & Michael Thorne
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Mott completes
recertification
In July 1999, Kelly Mott CPS successfully completed the Certified Professional Secretary recertification process that is administered by the International Association of Administrative Professionals.
She attained her CPS rating in March 1993.
By earning the Certified Professional Secretary rating, Mott
received the most prestigious designation offered to secretaries.
The achievement of the CPS rating is both a validation of current skills and a commitment to a life-long learning process.
To ensure maintenance of these high standards, periodical
reassessment is used to verify that the competencies are maintained.
All CPS holders are encouraged to update their credentials
through the recertification process to keep current in their secretarial profession and to maintain professional competency throughout their professional careers.
For CPS recertification, a five-year cycle is used to correspond
to the rate of which knowledge changes within the secretarial
profession.
Mott is administrative secretary to Tom Denton, vice president
of administrative services at Murray State University.
She has been employed there 19 years.
Mott has served as past recording secretary and chaired various committees.
She and her husband Ken and children live in Murray.

Now Serving
Breakfast
Starting At
6:00 a.m.

Burgers
like they
ought'a be
...& more!

At Take Me Back
Cafe & Market
Only 6 Minutes E. on 94

Hrs.: 6 a.m.-2 p.m. M-Sat.
5 p.m.-8 p.m. Thurs. & Fri

Murray
Calloway

R K EN TUCK Y

tY

753-5171

Chamber of Commerce
Congratulations
to all Administrative Professionals
,r
.,

ft.

•
-

• fi
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PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION ... Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins signs
his name to a proclamation designating April 23-29 as Administrative Professionals Week,
which honors executive secretaries, administrative assistants, office managers and other
administrative employees. Watching Elkins are (from left) Gale Vinson, Sharion Bailey,
Murray Mayor Freed Curd, Renee Lax and Rhonda Rogers, CPS.

Week undergoes name change
l'he 48-year-old tradition of sional Secretaries Week since in an effort to recognize secretaries for their contributions to
honoring administrative profes- the event's inception in 1952.
ionals during the last full week
"The new name Administra- the workplace, and to attract
of April will receive a new name tive Professionals Week will keep young people to secretarial
starting this year.
us in step with the changing careers.
Professional Secretaries Week job titles and expanding responThe idea began with Mary
has been officially renamed sibilities of today's administra- Barrett, president of the thenAdministrative
Professionals tive workforce," said IAAP Pres- National Secretaries Association
Week and Professional Secre- ident Cynthia A. Lively CPS."We (now IAAP), along with public
taries Day will become Admin- want the observance to encom- relations consultant Harry Klemistrative Professionals Day,effec- pass all administrative profes- fuss, and Dictaphone Corporative with the April 23-29, 2000 sionals, and the term secretary' tion president C. King Woodobservance.
today only covers a minority of bridge.
The first National Secretaries
The announcement was made those in administrative support
Week was declared for June 1by the International Association occupations."
of Administrative Professionals
Professional Secretaries Week, 7,1952,and the date was changed
(IAAP), based in Kansas City, now Administrative Profession- in 1955 to the last full week
Mo., official sponsor of Profes- als Week, was started in 1952 in April.
Over the years, Professional
Secretaries Week has become one
of the world's largest workplace
observances.
Administrative professionals
and management in thousands
of communities join for such
events as educational seminars,
civic luncheons and award preRACERS
sentations. In addition, millions
of individual bosses recognize
their support staff with gifts of
appreciation.
IAAP suggests that employers observe Administrative Professionals Week by providing
training for their administrative
staff through seminars, continuing education or self-study mate-

The
UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE

Murray State University

111 South 4th Street • Murray, Kentucky • 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square

Salutes All Administrative
Professionals and Provides
Exceptional Office Supplies

II See Page 11
.•••
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Exams offered for certification
To attain the CPS rating, a
secretary/admin must meet certain educational and work experience requirements and pass a
three-part one-day examination.
The CPS Examination is
administered the first Saturday
of May and November.
More than 57,000 adminishave
professionals
trative
achieved the CPS rating since
1951.
To attain the CAP rating, an
administrative professional must
meet certain educational and
work experience requirements
and pass a four-part, one and
one-half day examination.
The CAP exam will be administered twice annually — the first
Friday and Saturday of May and
November — beginning May
2001.
Complete experience and education requirements for both the
CPS and CAP exams can be
found in the Certification Application Packet, available through
the IAAP Distribution Department.
Complete details are also
available on the IAAP website.
advantageous,
Although
is not
IAAP
in
p
membershi
required to take either the CPS
or CAP exam.
CPS holders are required to
only take the Organizational
Planning part of the CAP exam.
The examinations include a
mix of three levels of questions
designed to test (1) basic knowledge such as facts, terminology, dates; (2) understanding of
concepts, procedures, and principles; and (3) application of
concepts.
Examination questions in the

• Week ...
From Page 10
rials.
Another suggestion is to make
a commitment toward delegating responsibilities that better
utilize the skills of administrative professionals.
Today, there are 3.2 million
secretaries/administrative assistants and 1.6 million administrative support supervisors and
managers in the United States,
according to the U.S. Department of Labor. In Canada, there
are 414,000 secretaries and executive assistants, and 94,000 clerical supervisors. With more than
700 chapters and 40,000 members in the United States, Canada and other countries, IAAP is
the world's leading association
for administrative professionals.
More information is available
on the association's Web site,
www.iaap-hq.org or by calling
Cathy Thompson, CPS, Murray
Chapter. Membership Chair at
762-1680.

first three pans appear in the
multiple-choice format (one best
response). The fourth part is a
scenario based multiple-choice
exam with one best answer and
one less preferable answer, and
two incorrect answers.
The first three parts of the
CAP are identical to the CPS
exam in that they primarily focus
on testing the candidates' knowledge of a single concept in a
single question.
In contrast, part four of the

CAP exam is designed to measure the candidate's ability to properly analyze a situation, determine the critical factors of .the
situation and properly apply a
wide range of knowledge in a
variety of situations.
While candidates will not be
successful on part four unless
they have a solid theoretical
foundation, this part is designed
to test critical thinking skills
and the ability to properly apply
sound managerial concepts.

Tips for celebrating
Administrative Professionals
Week,formerly Professional Secretaries Week,is an annual opportunity for businesses to recognize office staff for their workplace contributions and to promote professional excellence.
Some suggestions include:
•Providing registration for a
seminar on the latest office technology, supervision of staff, project management, negotiation
skills, interpersonal communications or other business-related
areas.
•Purchasing a subscription to
a business, computer-related or
professional magazine such as
IAAP's OfficePRO, for a yearround observance.
"Paying for membership in
IAAP or other appropriate networking and educational associations, so both the individual
and the employer benefit.
Encouraging administrative
'
support staff to study for and

attain the Certified Professional
Secretary(CPS)rating, to demonstrate their competence and serve
as professional role models.
•Purchasing new computer
hardware or software, or
ergonomically correct furniture
and accessories, to make the
assistant's job more productive
and satisfying.
For those who would rather
give a gift, appropriate businessrelated items include business
cards, a desktop nameplate, a
gift certificate for business items,
desktop reference books, or a
monetary bonus for exemplary
performance.
A good suggestion for all executives is to discuss with your
administrative staff how they
would prefer to observe Administrative Professionals Week.
More information is available
via the IAAP Web site, www.iaaphq.org.

I

AM
MIPMES.11.

The four nominees for the 1999-2000 Administrative Professional of the Year were (front row, from left) Andrea
Lassiter Hogancamp, Cathy Thompson, (back, from left)
Renee Lax and Kay Hays. Judging was based on education/experience/IAAP activities, a questionnaire listing
abilities/leadership/community service and an oral presentation.

GREY'S
PROPERTIES

We tip our hat to the dedicated Administrative
Professionals in Calloway County!
- Lynda Grey Houck, Broker 759-2001 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

Traditional "secretarial skills" that
remain viable in today's workplace
• Organizational ability and follow through
• Maintaining confidentiality of information
• Managing the office and organizing the executive or manager
• Desktop publishing and information management
• Editing and writing correspondence
• Customer service
• Ability to work in teams
• Flexibility to adapt to change

Best Wishes During
Administrative Professionals Week
For the best take-out food in town
shop Owen's Deli!

Deli Hot Line Ph. 753-7811

1407 Main Street • Phone 753-4682

r

Mu - ikate
Uni rsity
salutes all
administrative
professionals

•
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IAAP offers services

IAAP 1999-2000 officers are (seated, from left) recording secretary, Andrea Hogancamp; president, Gale Vinson; (standing from left) president-elect, Cathy Thompson
CPS; treasurer, Renee Lax; vice president, Brenda Kimbro; and corresponding secretary, Kay Hays.

The Kansas City, Mo.,-based (ions. Members also can serve
IAAP has nearly 700 chapters as division, district and interand 40,000 members and affil- national officers.
The association's Web site
iates worldwide. Major services
(www.iaap-hq.org) also allows
provided by IAAP include:
• Education and Training. for international networking.
• OfficePRO
magazine.
RAP and its local chapters host
a variety of seminars, work- .IAAP's award-winning publicashops and conferences featuring tion for administrative profesinternationally recognized speak- sionals contains a wealth of inforers. IAAPs largest training event mation on office administration.
is its International Convention OfficePRO is distributed to a
and Education Forum held each total circulation of over 45.000.
nine times per year.
summer.
• Professional Certification.
Additionally, the headquarters office offers member dis- IAAP oversees the Certified Procounts on more than 250 books, fessional Secretary (CPS) proself-study workbooks and video- gram, the internationally recogtapes on all facets of office nized standard of excellence for
administration, many with the the profession.
To achieve the CPS rating,
Continuing Education
Unit
a (candidate must pass an exten(CEU).
IAAP's Complete Office sive one-day exam covering such
Handbook, published by Ran- areas as finance, business law,
dom House, is considered to be office technology, communicathe definitive reference guide tions, behavioral science in business and more.
for the electronic office.
More than 57,000 office pro• Networking. Members build
professional networks by attend- fessionals have achieved the CPS
ing chapter meetings and serv- rating since the programs inceping in chapter leadership posi- (ion in 1951.
• Administrative Professionals Week. IAAP first organized
and is the sole sponsor of Administrative Professionals Week (fortronic reeordkeeping •Customer
merly Professional Secretaries
service and public relations
Week), conducted annually since
A typical day for today's
1952.
administrative assistant can
Held diving the last full week
include:
in April, the observance is
•Developing a production
designed to educate business
report using spreadsheet softleaders and the public about the
ware
important role of administrative
•Preparing charts, slides, and
professionals and the need for
handouts for a management presprofessional education.
entation
•Corresponding via phone,
fax, or e-mail with clients
"Researching a topic on the
Internet
'Coordinating a videoconferThe top five job factors
ence
influencing IAAP members
'Scheduling an airline flight
are: I) Good working relaand purchasing tickets over the
tionship.
2) Self-satisfaction.
Internet
Variety
3)
of duties/chal'Supervising and training a
lenges.
salary, fringe
4)
Good
coworker
benefits. 5) Opportunity to
•Effectively representing management at a meeting
grow/learn.

Roles continue to grow
The administrative professional's job today requires skills
in management functions and
technology, including:
•Project management •Integrated computer software applications 'Organization and scheduling 'Internet. Intranet communications and research 'Document preparation, storage, and
retrieval, with emphasis on elec-

Top job factors

Proud To Support You!

SALUTE To
ADMINISTRATIVE
PROFESSIONALS
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